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ABSTRACT

The primary purpose of this study is to determine the dollar value of

non-consumptive recreation specifically related to the large mammal species

of the Riding Mountain Biosphere Reserve (RMBR), which includes Riding

Mountain National Park (RMNP) as its core area. The specific objectives are: ro

determine the level of non-consumptive expenditures by RMNP visitors; to

determine the level of non-consumptive expenditures by pennanent residents

of the RMBR; to determine the level of non-consumptive expenditures by non-

resident landowners of the RMBR; to determine the level of consumer surplus

that exists in the RMBR for non-consumptive large mammal recreational use;

and to offer recommendations concerning RN,ÍNP and RMBR management

strategies

A survey was conducted with Park visitors and landowners in the RMBR.

Park visitors included campground visitors, people who own cabins and

cottages in the Park, and seasonal residents who own cabins just outside of the

Pa¡k. Two classes of landowners were considered: residents in the RMBR and

non-resident landowners in the RMBR. As well, Fi¡st Nations residents of the

RMBR (specifically the Keeseekoowenin First Nation) were also included in the

study.

An orally administered survey was used with Park visitors and cabin

owners in and around the Park. During the summer of 1993, 191 of tlese

interviews were conducted. A mail-out survey was used to solicit information

from pennanent and non-penn¿Lnent resident landowners in the RMBR. 453 of

these surveys were sent out and 203 were returned. [n total, 394 completed

surveys on non-consumptive uses and values of the large mammal species of

the RMBR were collected.



Presently there is a great deal of non-consumptive use of the large

mammal species of the RMBR by Park visitors and residents of the area.

Interest in watching these animals is expressed by over 90go of both survey

populations, and interest in photographing is expressed by 77vo of pa¡k

visitors and 65% of area residents. These results indicate large mammals have a

high social value for the Park visitors and area residents. Associated with the

non-consumptive use of wildlife are various expenditures and benefits, not all

of which are covered in conventional economic markets. Park visitors spend

on average $365/trip to watch and photograph the animals while area

residents spend on average $838/year to partake in the same activities. Non-

ma¡ket valuation techniques have been developed to measure the unpaid

benefits. there is a high level of consumer surplus that exists for the non-

consumptive use of these large mammals. This amounts to $122 on average for

Park visitors and $235 on average for area residents.

.fhe results of this project indicate that large mammals are an important

resource in the RMBR and societal benefits are being derived from these

animals. There are considerable non-consumptive expenditures by both area

residents and Park visitors to enjoy these animals, as well as large levels of

willingness-to-pay to further enjoy these animals. Implications of consumer

surplus a¡td recommendations are proposed to assist in Park management and

the provision of user facilitjes.

u
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction

Canada enjoys a great wildlife heritage. For centuries people have

depended on wildlife for necessities such as food, furs and medicine. However.

with the modernization of society and the advent of domesticated a¡rimals for

food sources, societt'has become less dependent on wildlife to meet our basic

needs. This has led to the emergence of n'ildlife as a recreational resource for

Canadians. Wildlife is used as a recreational resource b-v- consumptìve users (ie.

sport hunters) and by non-consumptive users such as nature viervers and

photographers.

There has been a distinct shift in the usage of wildlife in Canad.a over

the past couple of decades. The cutrent trend in wildlife management in

Manitoba and across Canada is toward non-consumptil'e activities such as

viewing and photography (Manitoba Envi¡onmenr 1993). These non-

consumptive activities account for a significant proportion of the total time

and money expenditures on r,r'ildlife-related activities in canada.

1.2 Background

Riding Mountain National park (RMNp) is the only national park in

Manitoba and is located in south-western Manitoba approximately 300

kilometers north-west of Winnipeg (Figure 1-1). The Park is comprised of 2976

square kilometers of land and water mass and serves as a recreational resource

for people from around the world, although Manitoba residents account for

85% of total visitation (Parks canada 1987). RMNP is unique in rhar ir is
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Figure 1-1. Regional setting of Riding Mountain

Source : Environment Canada, Parks, (1985).
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literalh' an island of preservation surrounded by a human-altered

environment.

RN{NP is a crossroads where habitats characteristic of eastern, wesrern,

and northern Canada meet in a unique assemblage of forest, grassland, hills

and valleys (Pa¡ks Canada 1987). Due to this diversiry of habitats the park is

home to a myriad of wildlife species, including large mammal populations of
black-bear (Ursus americanus), elk (Cervus eiaphus), moose (Alces alces),

white-tailed deer (odocoileus virginianus) as well as a captive herd of bison

(Bison bison).

The RMNP a.rea was designated as a Biosphere Reserve in 1986 under

the United Narions Man and the Biosphere (MAB) program. The Riding

Mountain Biosphere Reserve (RIr{BR) consists of Rlr{NP as the core area and 1g

surrounding municipalities as the zone of co-operation. The landscape varies

from flat to gentll'und.ulating Manitoba lowlands. Grain and cattle farms a¡e

predominanr in this zone (Roots 19gg).

1.3 Problem

Very few srudies have been conducted in canada on ttre non-

consumptive va-lues of wildlife; consequently there is very little data available

on this subject. There is a Canada-wide survey conducted approximately every

five years concerning the non-consumptive uses and values of wildlife in
Canada. These surveys a¡e conducted by the Canadian Wild.life Service and

Statistics Canada in cooperation with the Provincial governments and are

referred to as The National Survey on t]le lmportance of Wildlife to Canadians

(Filion et. aI. 1983, 1989, and 1993) The information contained therein gives a
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general oven'iew as to the level of non-consumptive uses and values of

wiidlife for all of Canada as well as on a provincial basis.

However, as good as this provincial information may be for developing

wildlife plans for the province of Manitoba as a whole, these surveys fail to

break down the information into regional analyses within the provinces. No

area-specific data exist for the Riding Mountain National Pa¡k area, which is a

geographically and legally unique area in Manitoba. It is possible that without

a regionally based study of the non-consumptive values of wildlife in the

RMNP area, resource management is being compromised because of a lack of

complete information.

Presently there are conflicring forms of resource management being

practiced in the RMNP area as the Park itself is managed by the federat

government through Parks Canada and the area surrounding the Park is

managed by the provincial government of Manitoba. Parks Canada and the

Manitoba Deparnnent of Narural Resources both sha¡e management

responsibility for the single populations of animals in the afea, yet each

agency has vastly different objectives for these animals. The Park mandate

calls for natural evolution of ecosystems with as much human influence

removed from the landscape as is possible. Parks Canada pursues a goal of non-

intervention management, providing protection from outside influences, and

allowing the "natural environment" to control populations (Paquet 1991). The

provincial mandate seeks to ensure that management is carried out on a

sustained yield and multiple use basis, while simultaneously mitigating

agricultural depredation (Paquet 1991). This agency allows for a multipticiry of

uses, including both consumptive and non-consumptive uses. These two
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resource management objectives hold true for not only the animals but also

for the other resources of the area.

wildlife management approaches differ for consumptive a¡rd non-

consumptive uses. The approach for consumptive uses entails managing the

resource so that there is a harvestable surplus. The approach for non-

consumptive uses involves protecting the resource from human intervention

and letting the resource manage itself. This approach may also entail keeping

the population steady so there is no harvestable surplus, creating or

maintaining proper habitat for the resource, or revitalizing old habitat not

being used by the resource.

1.4 Obiectives

The primary purpose of the study is to determine the dollar value of

non-consumptive recreation specificaily related to the large mammal species

of the Riding Mountain Biosphere Reserve.

The specific objectives are:

1. To determine the level of non-consumptive expenditures by RMNP visitors.

2, To determine the level of non-consumptive expenditures by permanent

residents of the RMBR.

3. To determine the level of non-consumptive expenditures by non-resident

Iandowners of the RMBR.

4. To determine the level of consumer surplus that exists in the RMBR for non-

consumptive large mammal recreatjonal use.

5. To offer recommendations concerning RMNp and RMBR m¿rnagement

strategies.
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1.5 Tustification

This study was undertaken with the aim to provide basic, accurate, and

reliable socioeconomic information on the importance of the large mammal

resources to the RMBR. This information could be used for policy and program

management needs at tlre provincial and federal level. A study of t]-is kind had

never been done in the RMBR. The results ¿rre potentially useful for park

planning, management, and conflict resolutjon in the area. A study of this

nature can bring the non-consumptive uses and values of wildtife to the

forefront. The results can be compared against the values that have been

documented for consumptive use. This type of comþarison can prove useful for

wildlife management programs and resource management in general. Since

the future of wildlife use in Canada is progressing along the path towards the

non-consumptive rather than the consumptive uses, this study provides the

RMNP area with the chance to be a leader in the future direction of wildlife

management.

The Park is known as a good place to see wildlife and is weil regarded for

its populations of large mammals; therefore the study focused on tfiese species.

The study takes neither a pro-hunting nor an anti-hunting stance, and

recognizes that many hunters are also active non-consumptive users of

wildlife. Various uses of the wildlife are ali valid and a¡e considered acceptable

within their own rules. The study focuses on the non-consumptive uses and

values of wildlife, as this is a neglected area.

1.6 Methods

A survey was conducted via the use of questionnaires to solicit

ínformation from Pa¡k visitors and from landowners in the RMBR. To facilitate
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the process of conducting the questionnaires, the researcher broke down the

Park visitors and area landowners into six sub-groups:

- RN{NP campground visitors

- people who own cabins and cottages in the Park

- seasonal residents who own cabins just outside of the park

- permanent resident landowners in the RMBR

- absentee landowners in the RMBR

- First Nations residents of the RMBR (specificalll, the Keeseekoowenin First

Nation)

An orally administered survey was used when conducting interviews

with Park visitors and cabin owners in and around the Park. During the

suÍuner of 1993, 191 of these interviews were conducted. A mail-out survey \4¡as

used to solicit information from permaxent and non-peñn¿Lnent resident

landowners in the RMBR. 453 of these surveys were sent out and 203 were

returned. In total, 394 completed surveys on non-consumptive uses and values

of the large mammal species of the RMBR were collected.
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REVIEW OF RETATED LITERATURE

The land in and around RMNP was utilized in prehistoric times by
various hunting and gathering nomadic peoples (Parks canada 1gg4). By 16g0,

the a¡ea was inhabited by Cree, Assiniboine, and Saulteaux-ojibwa people. The

Saulteaux-ojibwa people became predominant in the area by the 1g2O,s (pa¡ks

canada 1987). After the transfer of Rupert's Land to canad.a in 1g70, the RMNp

area caÍle under federal jurisdiction. The Government of Canada saw great

potentjal in the a¡ea for uses such as timber, hay meadows for livestock

grazing, the animals as sources of meat for the seftlers and the water was

usable for fishing, watering livestock and domestic purposes (Tabulenas 19g3).

The Riding Mountain area was initially surveyed and opened for settlement in
the 1870's (Parks canada 1984). During the foltowing tifry yea_rs, European

settlers established farms and businesses in the area.

The area was designated as the Riding Mountain Forest Reserve in 1g95

to protect and manage the stands of timber for the local agricultural

communiry (Parks canada rgs4). However, overharvesting by commercial

lumber operations occurred and the harvest had to be regulated. The

indiscriminate logging that had begun in the 1g70's had to be regulated as

early as 1909 (Tabulenas 1983). In this 39 year period, loggers had harvested

over 7SVo of the standing trees. Timber harvesting was strictly regulated and

monitored from 1909 until the area became a natjonal park in 1930. The level

of harvest was so awesome that in the 1910's the Forestry Branch had to

undertake reforestation projects (Tabulenas 19g3).
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However, with all the t¡ees being cut down the area was more conducive

to grass growing and wild hay emerged. Local farmers were allowed to graze

their cattle on these areas up until the 1960's (30 years after National Park

designation).

From the 1920's on, tourism and recreation beca-me the focus of RMNP

(Pa¡ks Canada 1984). Other actjvities happening in the Park included public

works projects, small scale cord-wood operations, a German pow camp during

World Wa¡ II, and an experimental forestry station from the 1940's to the 1960's

under the authority of the Ca¡adian Forestry Service (Parks Canada 1984).

Historicaily, RMNP had strong ties with the local communities

(Tabulenas 1983). Initially the Park was Íranaged on a multi-use basis that

included consumptive activities, which represented a significant portion of

the economic activity of the area (Fay 1982). As time progressed so did National

Park Policies. The reappraisal and reformulation of Park policies during the

1950's culminated in the National Pa¡k's Policy of L964. This new policy

emphasized the protection of resources in RMNP instead of the use of these

resources. consequently, consumptive activities such as hunting, haying and

grazing were discontinued in RMNP. The last timber lease that allowed logging

in the Park expired in 1972 (Schroeder 1981).

The Riding Mountain area was established as a national park in 1930.

The purpose of RMNP is:

"To protect for all time an area of Canadian significance that
represents the southern Boreal Plains and Plateaux natural
region plus a portion of the Manitoba Lowlands natural
region." (Parks Canada 1987).

Today RMNP has the mandate of managing the protected area on an

ecosystem basis, maintaining the a¡ea in a natural state and trying to meet
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compatible social and economic needs (Parks Canada lgg4). RMNP must also act

to provide educational and recreational opportunities for its users, a¡rd to

encourage public understanding, appreciation, and enjoynnent of the naturai

heritage so as to leave it unimpaired for future generations (Parks Canada

1994).

2.2 The Man And The Biosphere Program (MAB)

The United Nations Educational, Scientjfic and Cultural Organization

(LINESCO) established the MAB Program in 1971 to address peoples' relationship

to the environment through the establishment of Biosphere Reserves

(Canada/MAB 1987). The concept in practice is meant to relate ecosystem

consen,atjon directly to issues of sustainable resource use (Francis 1985).

Biosphere Reserves form a global network of established conservation areas. A

Biosphere Reserve is comprised of a core area of protected environment,

sometimes an already established National Park, adjacent to a zone of co-

operation, which displays how once simila¡ lands have been altered and are

now presently managed to satisfy human needs.

One of the main objectives of the MAB Program is to develop a global

network of Biosphere Reserves, each selected on the basis of an international

classification of biogeographic provinces. The nen¡uork will eventually

include representation of all the world's ecological systems and the associated

patterns of human land use (Parks Canada 1987). The monitoring of changes

caused by the human uses of natural ecosystems provided by a global newvork

of Biosphere Reserves provides much potential for applied research.

Although RMNP may physically be an ísland of isolation, ir can not and

does not act alone. Riding Mountain has a¡ impact on the region and the
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region has a¡ influence on the Park (Parks Canada 1987). The socioeconomic

benefits derived from the Park in relation to the adjacent area, in terms of
employment and the demand for goods and services, are generally positive
(Krawchuk 1990). Recognizing that not all land. use management decisions can

be beneficial to all parties concerned, Parks canada is aware that the potentiaJ

exists for there to be detrimental effects on surrounding lands as a result of
decisions made within the Pa¡k. Pa¡ks Canada is awa¡e of the potentia-l impact
of its actions through its regional integration policy to ensure park

management is responsive to local concerns (Krawchuk 1gg0).

The Riding Mountain Biosphere Reserve consists of RMNp and 1g

surrounding municipalities (Figure 2-1). It was designated in 19g6 as ¿rn area

representative of Canadjan Taiga and Grasslands ecosystems (Canada /MAB
1987). The designation of the RMBR had many effects on the Riding Mountain

area. It theoretically has: reinforced a sense of regional identity; acted as a

catalyst for research and conservation; conuibuted to regional development;

reduced barriers to collaboration; and provided a formal working system for
overcoming practical local problems (Canada/WB 1937). The Canad.a /MAB
Committee can provide a forum through which representation of the various
parties involved with or affected by Park management decisions can meer to
voice concerns or offer input. These parties may include government or local

agencies, landowners around the Park, the First Nations people of the area or
any other bodies concerned.
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2.4 Sustainable Develooment and the RMBR

The fundamental paradox surroundi¡g sociery's relationship to the

environment, that of enjoyilg today and having for tomorrow, has existed for

millennia (Nelson et. al. 1978). The concept of sustainable developmenr
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Figure 2-1. The Ricling Mountain Biosphere Reserve.

Source : Environment Canada, Parks, (1985).
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presents somewhat of a conundrum in that we are encouraged to meet our otìTl

needs yet not preclude future generations from meeting their own needs

(World Commission on Environment and Development 1987). The

implementation of the concept of sustainable development has generally

proven to be very difficult. The Biosphere Reserve concept can be used to

facilitate arrangements as it advocates both landscape ecology and sustainable

development as Biosphere Reserves are meant to be practical ways of relating

ecosystem conservation directly to issues of sustai¡able resource use (Francis

1985). The RMBR is a way of implementing the concept of sustainable

development in that in the Biosphere Reserve, both use and conservation of

the resources are practiced. Both the RMBR and the concept of sustainable

development share the basic idea of rying to balance use, conservation, and

preservation of our natural resources.The RMBR could help solve conflicting

land and resource use issues through the use of regional integration and

cooperative management. The National Park, the Biosphere Reserve residents,

and the many Fi¡st Nations residents of the area stand to benefit from co-

operative management thar ensures the sustainability of the land and

resources of the RMBR.

2.5 First Nations View of Wildlife

The RMBR is home to a number of First Nations, including

Keeseekoowenin, Rolling River, Valley River, and Waywayseecappo. It is

important to be aware of the fact that Aboriginal people have a fundamentally

different view of nature and wildlife than that held by the larger society. First

Nations people consider that they have a unique relationship to wildlife and

the land, as they generally view themselves as part of and belonging to the
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land, not owning it. Their traditional view is that the earth is their mother and

the animals are their brothers and sisters. First Nations people feel that..."

earth is like a garden, because many things grow here, and the lndians are

one of the things that grow here. The animals were given to the indians so

they could feed their children and old people, and everyone has always shared

tÌe food from this garden. Everyone here will always share. It's always been

like that" (Richardson 1991).

Many First Nations people possess a sense of reverence for wildlife as

they feel that animals and humans are closely related as both groups were

believed to be created at the same time. Animals are also regarded as powerful

spirits with mysterious, separate lives of their own, not lower, but if anything

on a higher plane than human beings, and able to help or hurt with rheir

power (Hughes 1987). The Indians of the Great Plains relied heavily on the

buffalo for survival. They depended so heaviJy on the buffalo that these

animals became a focal point of thei¡ culture, so much so that some India¡

cuitures regarded the buffalo as the closest of atl animals to humans (Hughes

1987).

For many First Nations people, hunting was, and to some extent still

is, a ceremonial part of life. Hunting is not viewed as... "war upon the animals,

not a slaughter for food or profìt, but a holy occupation"(Hughes 19g7).

Commonly gifts were left for the animals and every part of tfie carcass was

used. Hunting was not seen as a contest between man and beast, rather as a

spiritual encounter between two conscious beings who stood in reciprocical

relationship to one another, a relatjonship that operated through ritual

(Hughes 1987). It was believed that the animals were nor hunred in a one-sided

chase, rather they gave themselves up to the hunter and they willingly
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sacrificed their beings so huma¡rs could live. Animals played such an

important role in the culrural lives of First Nations people that many rituals

became associated with hunting such as showing ca-re and respect for the

animals. Wildlife is so ingrained in the culture of the First Nations people that

many feel humans often become animals upon their death. Given the

traditional First Nations view of wildlife as thei¡ brothers giving themselves

up so humans may live makes it difficult to differentiate ben¿een consumptìve

and non-consumptive activities from a First lrlations perspective (Adamowicz

et. al. 1994).

The First Nations people have been guaranteed certain hunting and

fishing rights through legislation such as the Consrirurjon Act of 1867 and the

Numbered Treaties (Haugh L994). By law, Treaty Indians have the

constitutionally protected right to hunt year-round for food on all unoccupied

Crown Lands or lands to which they otherwise have rights of access. As well,

Treaqv Indian hunters are not normally constrained by method of harvest

restrictions, such as nightlighting, as are other hunters, excepting those

dangerous hunting regulatìons to which status and non-status persons aiike

are subject (Bessey 1983). First Nations harvesting righrs have been further

gua-ranteed and defined by recent court decisions such as the Sparrow decision

(Usher 1991).

2.6 Non-consumptive Valuation of Wildlife in Canada

It is part of our tradition, custom, and heritage in canada to enjoy and

utjlize our abundant wildlife resources. However, utilization of a species does

not necessarily have to be consumptive (ie. the animal does not have to be

harvested). Srudies have shown (Filion 1983, 1989, and 1993) that 10 percenr or
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less of Canadians are active consumers of wildlife and that over 90 percent of

Canadians are non-consumptive users of our n'ildlife resources. A prime

example of non-consumptive use of a wildlife resource is the polar bear

watching industry in churchill, Manitoba where polar bea¡ viewing and

photography attract visitors from around the world, resulting in a large

economic benefit to the area.

Non-consumptive users include those who take trips primarily for non-

consumptive purposes, especially to photograph or stud¡z wildlife, those who

enjoy incidental wildlife encounters during trips or outings ta-lien for another

purpose, those who take part in residential wildlife actjvities such as feeding

and observing wildlife a¡ound their home and those who take part in indirect

w{ldlife activities such as reading, watching films on wildlife, or purchasing

related arts and crafts (Filion et. al. 1993).

It is a popular misconceptjon that because access to public land, water

and wiidlife for recreational purposes is free, these resources have no value.

This is simply not true. Analytical tools have been devised to measure non-

marketed recrearional outdoor benefits (Jacquemot 19g6). The concept of

'value' is often quite controversial in the environmental literature as the idea

of 'value' runs the gamut from individual values to intrinsic values or values

in nature independent of humans (Adamowicz 7992). Value to an economist is a

somewhat narrower notion as it is the maximum arnount an individual is

willing to exchange for a good or service f¡om the set of resources the

individual cont¡ols or the minimum amount the individual would accept in

exchange for the good (Adamowicz lggz). Value is usually measured in

monetary units. It is important to remember that the total value of a good or
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service is not usually ttre item of interest, rather the value cf changes in

quality, quantity, or price over time is more irnpcrtaat.

lrlon-consumpd're values of wiLClife in Canada defy measurement in

con".entional econcmic terms. fi91^,r9.,.3¡, estimates of enjoirnent cag be

quantifleC and evaluâteC into monetary tÂJrns through the use of certain

eccnomic techniques. These techniques have been applieC elservhere tc

dccusrent non-consumptive values of wildlife such as in the UniteC. States

{Bcyle and Bishcp 1985) and also to Cccument the consumptive uses of wildlife

¡/Tlar¡ic 1qf.¿\t.v4r¡u Lrv t I .

2.6.1 Methods cf I'ion-consumptive r.¡aluation

Many metboCs are available to place a monetJry yalue cn rnarl:et

failures (a gooc or service that is nct tlpically bought cr scld in the

markeþlace). Examples of market failures include things such as

ent'ionmental ameniCes, such as clean air, scenic views, uupolluted rvater,

biodiversiqy and aesthetic values. The values of these market failures cr noil-

market goods or sen¿ices are not typically captured in private ma¡kets and

therefore must be measured using arternative (non-market valuation)

techniques.

Non-market valuation involves elicitation of perceived preferences

from respcndents for certain goods or sen'ices to determine how important

and tl.us how'valuable' these goods a¡d services are to sociery. Eticiting

preferences ís a challenging task because of th.e inherent problems associated.

with eliciting preferences in a reliable and systematic manner. However,

-ú?=;re hai'e b'esi metåo'is d.eveioped to derive mone-Laiy-measures of the vaii¡e

^c --- -^-I-^- -^^l- __l ^^_.j^^-ci ¡ic':3-ii:3r-iiet gooû.s âifc SÊi.,;ices. Some :-netlicds incluCe assessi:ig 'ùe value
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of: outdocr recreational acd'¡ities (Beard.sley L97L); the effects of

environmentel ameníties (Bergstrom et aI. 1985); the effects of en.,'ironmental

amenities on property values (Blank et aI. L978); the value of forests (Crocker

198Ð; and the value of water resources (carson and Mitchell 19g6).

These techniques can be divided into ¡¡¿o major groups : Direct Methods

and Indi¡ect Met¡ods. The direct approach uses surveys or interviews to solicit

preferences f¡om individuals. These are then aggregated to form societal

preferences. An example of this approach is the Conringent Valuation Method

(ie. wrP/wrA). The indirect approach, also know:r as tjle market approach,

relies on the use of market information. Examples of, this approach include the

Travel Cost Ìvlethod and Hedonic pricing.

2.6.2 Direct Methods of Non-Market Valuation

The contingent valuation method (CVM) is the most popular of the direct

techniques (Adamowicz r99?).It uses a survey to measure consumer's

willingness-to-pay (wTP) or willi-ugness-ro-accept compensation (wrA) for

unpriced goods a¡d services (Mitchell and Carson 1989). This approach is based

on the idea that human beings are rational a¡d are capable of answering

questions to reveal their preferences for public goods and services (Mitcheli

and Carson 1989). The term contingent valuation arises from t]le fact that the

'.'aluad.on of the good or service is contingent on the assumption of a market

existi:rg for the gooC.
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Contingent valuation methods attempt to determine the amount of

compensation, paid (v\rrP) or received (wTA), that will restore the initjal

enjoyment level of an individual who experiences an increment or decrement

in the quantity of a good or service (Randall 1987). The contingent valuation

method uses a direct approach - it basically asks people what they are willing

to pay for a benefit, and,/or what tbey are willing to receive by way of

compensation to tolerate a loss (Pearce a¡d Turner 1990). What is ultimately

sought in contingent valuation method srudies are the persona-l valuations of

the respondent for increases or decreases in the quantir-y- or quality of some

good. The aim of tlre whole process is to elicit valuations (or "bids") from each

of the respondents. These personal preferences can then be aggregated to

form a societal preference for the good or service being measured.

The levels of WTP/WTA that a¡e derived from contingent valuation

method studies are referred to as consumer surplus. Consumer surplus is a

measure of benefit and can be calculated in monetary terms. While we can

safely assume that people wdll not be willing to pay for sometJring they do not

want, we cannot be sure that WTP as measured by market prices accurately

measures the whole benefit to either individuals or society. The reason for this

is that there may be individuals who are willing to pay more than the market

price. If so, their benefit received is larger than market price indicates. The

'excess' that they obtain is known as consumer surplus (Pearce and Turner

1990). Consumer surplus is thus used to infer prices or 'values' of a good or

service that is not typically caprured in the market-place.

The valuation method used in this research project is based on the

willingness-to-pay (WTP) concept. WTP has been frequentJy used in
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recreational economic studies to measure the levels of consumer surplus being

enjoyed for certain environmental goods or services. The consumer surplus

represents tìe amount of money participants would pay over and above what

they have actually paid, rather than forego a given experience (Jacquemot et.

a].1986).

The measuring of direct benefits received by participants from their

wildlife-related activities is illustrated in Figure 2-2. The downward sloping

curve A, B, C is the demand curve for wildlife-related activities. It is downward

sloping due to the fact that at lower prices, more and more of the good is

demanded. This economic principle is known as the law of demand (MacMiilan

a¡d Pazderka 1989). If there were no cost or supply constraints, participants

would consume a maúmum of DC wildlife-related activities and the whole a¡ea

ADC under the demand curye would represent the participants' WTp for these

activities. This wTP would be equa-l to their consumer surplus (benefits

received but not paid for) because there were no costs associated with their use

of the wildlife.

However, in order to actually engage in wildlife-related activities,

participants have to incur some level of expenditure on complementary goods

and services such as the cost of food, travel, accommodation, equipment, or

other costs. If the participants incur a certain level of costs (F), the quantity of

activities demanded will decrease to DE due to the law of demand. Total WTp for

these DE activitjes is DABE but actual expendirures are onJy DFBE. Thus the

difference between these two polygons (FAB) represents the consumer surplus

(the net willingness of participants to pay in excess of their acrual

participation costs) that is being enjoyed by participanrs for their wildlife-

related activitjes (Figure 2-2 and Figure 2-3).
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Usually the CMr4 interview consists of th¡ee parts. In the first part the

respondent is presented with the hypothetical market which describes the

good or service to be valued, the range of available substitutes, and the method

of payment or compensation. The second part consists of a set of valuation

questions to elicit the respondent's maximum willingness-to-pay or

willingness-to-accept compensation for the good or service being valued. The

final step is optional and usually includes a set of questions about the

respondent such as age, income level, marital status, etc. If the suwey is

cai-efuii.v ,iesigi:eri arid administered, the responses to the vaiuation methods

can be aggregated to form a societal WTP or !!-fA for a public good or serv'ice.

Ttre C'v'ì'í is based on the assumption that the respondents have a clear

understanding of tire go,rd or service i:eing vaiue,3, its current staius, tiie

irypo-úiesizeri extent of cÌiaiiges irr its qualii¡' or quarrtity and the rre'tiro,i of

payment (lvlitchell and Ca¡son 1989). It also assumes that the respondents are

presetltiÍg tlreir rrraxiir¡urri levels of IVTP a¡d WTA, not what they thin-l.i is a

fair price in today's markets.

The main objective of C\&l research is to obtain measures of consumer

surplus from the respondents. This is the absolute maximum arnount of money

a respondent is willing to pay for or accept compensation for an

environmental good or service before deciding to go without the good or

service. Some respondents may find it difficult to reveal their preferences

because of the narure of some goods and services. In order to facilitate the

valuation process there have been methods developed to help researchers

elicit responses from respondents (Mitchell a¡d Ca¡son 1989). These methods

include:

1) The Bidding Game - a process whereby the researcher proposes a
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starting bid a¡d gradually revises the bid

until a negative response is elicited from the respondent.

2) The Palnnent card - a method in which ca¡ds are presented to

respondents, each portraying a range of dollar

values beginning at zero and increasing at

fixed intervals. Each card also contains

estimates for public goods from specifìc

income groups. The respondent is given a

payment card corresponding to his,/her

income level and asked to state a value for

the good in question.

3) open-ended Nlethod - this method asks respondents to reveal

their mæiimum WTp or \,\TA by offering a

range of values to choose from, including a

blank spot for the respondents to put a

value in.

4) close-ended Method - this metlod asks respondenrs to simply

vote yes or no to values presented to them.

Although the cvM has many strengths and weaknesses, it has been

considered by some to be a virrual panacea to the valuation of non-market

goods (Adamowicz]'992). The major strength of the CMW lies in its flexibilitv. It
can be used to measure use values, non-use values, and changes in the quality
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of goods and sen'ices. CurrentJy it is the onJy technique which can be used to

estimate non-use values.

However, the CVM also suffers from a number of weaknesses, including:

1) Respondents may not be able to determine their preferences for

the goods in question relative to other goods and services;

2) Respondents may respond in a way that does not reflect their true

preferences;

3) Respondents may respond in away that reflects attitudes as

opposed to intended behavior;

-1) Biases and undue influences may be caused by the questionnaire

design or interv'iewer;

5) Identifying the relevanr population can be difficult for some

environmenta_l values, particularly of non_use types;

6) Increased information and decreased uncertaintv may change

relative preferences for various environmental sources.

Source : Adamowicz, 1992.

Well designed surv'eys may reduce some of

CVM surveys of non-use values may be impossible

no ma¡kets against which they can be tested.

Indirect methods rely on observations of existing behavior, usually

behavior in economic markets, to discover the value of amenities (Adamor+,icz

1992). These methods are varid as long as the model being presented is a

reasonable representation of what actually happens in the real world.

these wealinesses. However,

to verify because they have
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The market methods of valuation require the assumption that the

envi¡onmental good, serv'ice or qualiry* chánge has associated with it some

type of ma¡ket purchase, such as travel costs (ie. gasoline, hotel rooms, etc.).

As a result of this assumption, if no market goods are consumed it is assumed

there is no demand for the environmental good or service in question.

There are marLy credible indirect methods available for use; however,

only two of the main indirect methods wflr be discussed. These a¡e tre
valuation of recreational activities (Travel Cost Nfethod) and the valuation of
environmental services embodied in property vaJues (F{edonic price Nlethods).

The Travel cost lvfethod (TCNÍ) is a very popular indirect non- market
valuation technique. The basic TClvl is based on the premise that even when

there is no entry fee to use a pubtic recreation site such as a national park,

visitors pay an implicit price for the site's attributes when they visit it, the

implicit price being the cost of travel to the site (Randall 1gg7). Included in
the travel costs are vehicle costs (ie. gas, oiJ, maintenance), general travel

expenses (hotels, food, etc.) and finally time costs of the trip. When visitors

come to a site from different origins, and therefore t¡avel different distances,

and there is va¡iation in the number of days they visit the site, a demand

curve for the number of trips can be derived. The demand curve can be used to

determine the overall consumer surplus of the site and thus indicate the

economic value of the site.

The basic TCM is based on a number of assumptions. First, it assumes that

changes in demand for a ma¡ket good, such as a new computer, will have no

impact on the demand for recreation, such as a trip to a national park; only
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the changes in the proport-ion of total income spent on the market good can

affect the demand for recreation (Forestry canada Lggz). The second

assumption is that all recreation choices are made simulta¡eously and all

decisions are made at the beginning of the season. The tbj¡d assumption is that
trips of different lengths, such as day trips, two day trips, etc. to the same site

a¡e classified as different good.s. The fourth assumption is that all prices of all
goods are knoum with certainty. Finalty, the last assumption is that the

individual recreationist has no influence over any of the prices, costs, or site

qua-lities involved.

The basic TClt{ only estimates the gross value of a site at a specific point

in time. It tends to ignore the effects of quality changes on the demand for a

site, and thus does not provide information on the value of quality changes

over time (Randall 1987). A number of va¡iations of the TCM have been

developed to deal r+,ith site quatity changes, including:

1) The Varying Pa¡ameter Travel Cost Method - in which the decision to visir a
recreation site are based on the costs to visit the site and the characteristics of
the site. A basic TCM does not attempt to incorporate the characteristics of the

site into the evaluation framework.

2) The Hedonic Travel Cost Model - which also tries to incorporate site

cha¡acteristics into the basic TCM. In this travel cost model, the focus is on

estimation of demand for different site characteristics. This approach assumes

that individuals are willing to pay more in travel cost ro visit sites with higher
quality amributes (Adamowi cz 1992).
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3) The Random LltiJity Model - imposes súuctures on how recreatjon choices

are made by recreationalists. It assumes that choices are made independently

over the seasons and that recreationalists try to maximize their utility by

choosing one site over another. This model incorporates site qualities and also

allows for substitution between possible recreation sites.

The many travel cost methods have advantages and disadvantages. The

advantages include t}re fact that they derive values from past behavior rather

than Íntentions or attitudes. This leads to the production of economic values

and numbers. As well, TCM's provide a set of testable hypotheses which can be

repeated by other researchers.

The general weaknesses of the TCM inciude:

1) The behavioral model specified b1, an analyst ma)/ not reflect the actual

decision process of a recreationalist.

2) The observations of travel costs and site characteristics nuty not be enough

to reasonably describe the decision process.

3) The measurement of the value of time (both the time used to travel to a site

and the time spent on the site) and its use in demand modelling still plague the

travel cost models.

4) The definitions of "site" and "origin" are still ad-hoc in travel cost models.

5) It is still not clear how to incorporate congestion in multiple-site models.

6) Travel cost models ignore dema¡d uncertainty.

7) Different behavioral assumptions in travel cost models result in

significantly different benefir measures.

8) Travel cost models cannot be used to measure the non-use values of natural

resources and environmental amenities.

Source: Adamowicz, 7992,
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The Hedonic Price Model (HPM) determines values for environmental

quality changes from the implicit effect that quatity has on market

transactions (Adamowtcz 1992). HPM's are based on the idea that goods are

actually aggregations of cha¡acteristjcs and an individual's demand for goods

relates to these characteristics. Therefore it is possible to estimate the demand

level for quality because the demand for quality atûibutes is reflected in the

prices and consumption levels of goods. For example, if there are two identical

houses but one is located on a cliff with a majestic view and the other is 1ocated

by a stockyard, it is likely that the one on the cliff will have more 'value, as it
is associated with more desirable environmentai amenities.

The HPlt'f has many strengths and weaknesses. The major strength of the

HPM is that it represents a realistjc demand and suppl¡, framework for

determining the value of changes in the quality of environmental attributes.

AIso, HPM's rely on already quantified expenditure data that is readily

available.

The wealinesses of HPM's are:

1) Individual's perceptions of quality attributes differ and change through

Iearning and time.

2) Uncertaint_v issues are ignored in this model.

3) If the property values contain the capitalized values of recreatjon then the

hedonic implicit price will over-estimate the marginal willingness to pay for

an attribute.

4) HPM's do not capture non-use benefits.

Source: Adamowicz, 799?,
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Perhaps the most welt-known attempts to quantify the economic values

of wildlife to Canadians a¡e tJre Surveys conducted by Filion et. al. for the years

1981, L987, and 1991. The National Surveys on the lmportance of Wildlife to
Canadians are conducted by Statistics Canada in cooperatjon witi t11e Canadian

Wildlife Service approximately every five years. The main purpose of these

Surveys is to document the economic significance of the recreatjonal uses of
wildtife to Ca¡adians. The Surveys are administered by,statistics Canada as a

supplement to its labour Force Survey and a¡e distributed by mail to roughiy

100 000 Canadian residents aged fifteen years of age or older, not including

Canadian residents living in tire Yukon or the Northwest T'erritories, in

institutions, on lndian Resen es or full-time members of the Armed Forces.

This survey showed that wildlife related activities were one of the most

cofirmon forms of recreation engaged in by canadia¡s and that go.lvo of

Canadians aged 15 )/ears or more had been involved in some form of wildlife

related activiry, spending $4.2 billion on these activities (Filion er. aI. 19gg).

Coupled with these expenditures, parücipants further expressed a willingness

to spend an additional $1 billion in excess of their already incurred costs. As

well, more than 8070 of the survey sample expressed süong support for

maintaining abundant witdlife and for preserving endangered species.

A dedicated core group of canadian s (lz% of the population)

participated in four or five related activities and were responsible for 66% of

the $4.2 billion and 4OVo of the 996.2 million days expended on wildlife in 19g1.

of the $4.2 billion in expendirures on all r+'ildlife-related acrivities, primary
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non-consumptjve wildlife trips accounted for 49.9Vo of expendjtures while

hunting accounted for 28.2Vo of wildlife-related expenditures (Filion et. al.

1983,1988).

ln 1987, more than 18 million Canadia-ns or 9I.ZVo of the Canadia¡r

population spent 1.2 billion days taking part in wildlife-related recrearional

activities (Filion 1990). Data on expenditures shows that $5.1 billion was spen{

on wildlife activities as a whole, four-fifths of which was spenr on non-

consumptive uses of wildlife. Of these non-consumptive uses, 91.3 billion
(25.3o/o of total expenditures) was spent on purchasing, maintaining or

improving natural a-reas for wildlife habitat. As well, 83.3Vo of the populatio¡

felt that it was very or fairly important to maintain abundant wildlife
populations in Canada.

The 1991 Survey confirmed the popularitv and importance of wildlife to
Canadians as it found that 9}.2o/o of the population or 18.9 million Canadians

took part in some form of wildlife-related activity in canada, devoting 1.3

billion days and $5.6 bi[ion ro rhese activities (Filion er. a]. 1993). g6.zvo of

Canadians feel that it is important to maintain abundant wildtife populations

and over 6OVo of Canadians would be willing to pay increased taxes or prices to

protect wildlife habitat (Filion er. al. tg93).
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In 1991, 84.7o/o of rhe population (I7 .Z mülion people) participated in
some form of indirect wildlife-related actìvity witì watching films or
television programs on wildrife being the most popuiar form of indi¡ect
wildlife-related activity. 1.2 milüon canadians reported maintaining,
improving, or purchasing natural areas to provide food or shelter for wildlife.

69'5o/o of the respondents (14.5 million Canadians) reported engaging in
some form of residential r+'ildlife-related activity. Watching and feeding

n'ildlife were two of the most popular activities with canadians spending

roughJl' 1.1 billion days engaged in this activiry,for an averag e of 74.4 d.ays
per participant. Total expenditures for this activity were $445.6 million, for an

average yearly expenditure of $31 per participant.

Primary non-consumptive trips were taken by roughry 7g.r-% of the
Canadian population (3.9 million people) in 1991. Watching and

photographing wildtife were cornmon activities on many of these trips.
canadians spent an estimated 84.3 million days on these trips for an average of
2L.6 days per participant. As well, an estimated $2.4 billion was spent on these

t¡ips, the average participant spending roughly $619 during the year or $2g

per day to partake in these trips (Fition et. al. 1993). It is interesting to note
that of these 3.9 million trips, roughly 3.g million of them were talen in
canada with the remainder being taken in the united States.
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35-9vo of the canadian popuration (7.s millíon people) encounrered

wildlife incidentally while on trips ta-lien for purposes other than viewing

wildlife. Roughly L43.4 million days were spent on these trips for an average

of 19.1 days per participant. These participants also spent $113.9 million or $15

per pardcipant in extra costs needed to see wildlife while on these trips taken

for otJrer pu{poses (Filion er. al. 1993).

It was found that 7.4% of Canadians (1.5 million persons) were actjye

hunters of wildlife and these hunters took hunting trips within Canada over

99vo of the time (Filion et. al. 1993). canadian hunters spenr roughJy 24.3

million days pursuing this activity, for an average of 15.7 days per participant.

The greatest arnount of time spent hunting was in pursuit of large mammals

(37.tVo of the total) as compared to small mammals (24.g%), birds other rhan

waterf'owl (24.5Vo) and watertbwt (13.5%). Canadians spent al,most $1.2 biltion

hunting wildlifþ in 1991, with the average hunter spending $769 per year or

$48 per day of participation in tl.is activity.

2.8 cattadiatt T."ttds itt wildlife-r"tatud Acti'nitier sioce 19g1

A comparison of the results of the tïree Surveys shows that Canadians

value wildlife and have remained committed to wildlife-related activities over

the decade. The growth of wildlife-related activities as a whole (13.3y0) has

exceeded the growth of the Canadian population (L3.2%) over the decade

(Filion et. al. 1993). The number of participants grew from 16.6 mitlion in 19g1

to 18.2 million in 1987 to 18.9 million in 1991. Ir is noreworthy that
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participation in primary non-consumptive trips increased slightly over the

decade whereas participation in bunting decreased steadily over the sa¡ne

period (Figure 2-4).

A comparison of expenditures is also possible among the three surveys.

However, these numbers may be misleading because of the fact that the

Surveys measure dollar amounts using current dollars (which does not factor

out inflation benrueen time periods) instead of using constant dollars (which

does factor out inflation between time periods)

Number of panicipana tin rnillions)

liiil"'p,'.
mp6 or ou.ngs 

3'9

HuntiDg

Figure 2-4. Trends in participation by Canadians in primary non-consumptive
trips or outings and in hunting, 1981, 1987, and 1991.

Source : Filion et. al., 1993.

Over the time period 1981 - L991, the total number of days Ca¡adians

have spent on all wildlife-related activities as a whole has increased by 34.50/0,

going from 992.0 million days in 1981. to 1.2 billion days in 1987 to 1.3 billion

days in 199L. As well, over the same time period the total expenditures on

wildlife-related activities as a whole increased by 32.9%, going from $4.2

billion in 1981 to $5.1 billion in 1987 to $5.6 billion in 1991 (Filion et. al. 1993).

199 It987r93 I
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The National Surveys on the lmportance of wildlife to Canadians for the
years 1981, 1987 and 1991 also included information broken down on a

provincial basis. the information for the province of Manitoba is as follows.

2.9.1 The 1981 Surve.v

In 1981, the residents of Manitoba a¡e esdmated to have spent roughly

$158.8 milIion on alj wildlife-related activities. of this rotal, about 35% was

spent on hunting and the remaining 6570 was spent on non-consumptive uses

of wildlife, otlter wildlife-reiated activities and contributions to wildlife-
reiated organizations (Jacquemot 19g6). Manitobans were wilring to pay an

additional $38 mittion or 24vo of their already incurred tota-l expenditures

before deciding not to participate in w.ildlife-related recreation (Jacquemot

1986).

2.9.2 1'he 1987 Survel¿

Manitoba residents spent over $195 million on all wildlifê-related

activities. of this total, roughly $65 million (r/3) was spenr on consumptive

activities and the rest, $130 million, was spent non-consumptive activities. The

impacts of these expenditures on the economy of Manitoba result the

supporting of 6327 jobs in Manitoba and the generation of $33 million in
taxation revenue for tJre provincial and local governments (Filion et. al. 1990).

There are benefits derived from wildlife above and beyond the d.irect

expendirures incurred to engage in recreational uses of wildlife. One way to

measure tirese benefits is the WTP method described earlier in section 2.6.2.In

7987, residents of Manitoba expressed a willingness to pay $39.g milrion in
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excess of their current expendirures before decid^ing to forego their wildlife-

related activities. Of this amount, over half (52Vo) was attributable to

participants in primary non-consumptive trips and t}te remaining 4go/o was

attributabie to participants in consumptive activities (Fílion et. al. 1990).

2.9.3 The 1991 Surve)¡

The 1991 Survey confirmed that wildtife plays an importanr role in the

lives of Manitobans and the econom¡r of Manitoba as 755 000 Manitoba

residents aged 15 years or oider (93.2%o of the population) participated in a

wide range of wildlife-related activitjes (Filion er. al. 1993). Of this toral, an

estimated 721 000 residents participated in ind.irect acrivities, S7S 000

partìcipated in residentjal activities, 152 000 residents took at least one

primary non-consumptive trip, 302 000 encountered wildlife incidentally

during otier trips or outings, and 67 000 Manitoba residents hunted wildlife.

Manitoba residents spent an estimated $158.6 million and,49.t- million

days on all wildlife-related activities combined. Of these totals, 40.6 million

days were devoted to residentiat activities, 5.3 million days were spent on

incidental wildlife encounters, 2.9 million days were devoted to primary non-

consumptive trips, and 954 000 days were spent on hunting. As for the $15g.6

million worth of expenditures on wildlife-related activities, $63.4 million

(4o.ovo of the total) was spent on primary non-consumptive trips, $44.3 million
(28.ovo of the totat) was spent on hunting, and the rest of the money, $5o.9

million (32Vo of the total) was spent on other wildlife-related activities.

The 1991 survey analysis looked at trends in expendirures by

Manitobans for wildlife-related activities (Figure 2-5) and ar rhe average

yearly and daily expenditures by participanrs in wildlife-related activities.
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Average yeafly expendirures for consumptive users was S663 and for people

on primâry non-consumpcive trips was 54L7. As well, dailv erpendirures for

consu.nptive users u¡as 546 whereas daily e:eeûditures for people on prima-ry

non-consumpdve rips r¡¡as S22. Clearly, both yearly ed daity average

erpenditures weÍe higher for pa:ricipants in coosr¡¡¡ptive uses tha¡ for

panicipaats in prinary rron-consumprive trips. Eowever, seeing as

participaats in primary aon-consumpcive trips took alms5¡ É¡ee Eimes as

rnzny trips as did consumpcive users in the year L99L (2.9 million primary

non-Consumptive trips vS. l.Q millign Consl.'rllpCive trips), prilna:.,v non-

consrr,mprive rips represented a iarger economic acdviry rhan did

consunptive trips (563.+ rnillies vs. 544.3 mi'lìie¿).

ToaJ axporüoæs (i¡ oilüoos of doil¡¡s)

Co¡s¡
t99l CoUüs

C.¡¡rt¡¡doilúj

¡ 987

Figuse-2-S. Trends in toal. srperdirures by Ma¡itoba parricipants in wildlife-
related activilies, 1981, L987, and 1991.

Sor¡rce : Filion e¿ aL, 1993

2.9.4 Particioant Profiles -

A'lral)¡sis of the L99L Survey was conduded to determine Ðæical profiles

of participa¡rs Í! recreaüonal wildlife use in l¡fanitoba. The anaiysis revealed

rhar parcicipa!.rs in non-consurnpcive acrivicies resenble thar of the geaerai

199 tl9E r
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population, except t}tat participants who took primary non-consumptive trips

or encountered wildlife incidentaly while on other trips were more

concentrated among Manitoba residents under the age of 45. Also, consumptiye

activity was more cornmon among men than women, among rural residents

and among younger people, particularly those between 25 a¡rd 34 years of age.

The analysis also showed that in terms of average days spent per participant,

men spent more time tlla¡ women on aII wildlife-related actjvitjes except

residential activities. As well for consumptive users, the average number of

days spent at the activity of hunting decreased as the age of the participant

increased. The reverse is true for residential witdlife activities. As a

partìcipant's age increases tle average number of days spent on residentjal

witdLife activities increases. Finally, rural residents on average tended to

spend more time on all activities than urban residents.

A comparison of the results of the tì¡ee surveys will help to gain

insight as to the economic importance and popularity of wildlife-related

actjvitjes in Manitoba. \4lhen the results of the 1991 Survey are compared to

those of 1987 and 1981, it is evident that participation in wüdlife-related

actjvities as a whole increased by 7O.7Vo over the decade, whereas Manitoba's

population grew by orúy 6.4% during rhe same period (Fition er. al. 1993).

Participation in primary non-consumptjve trips increased ben¡¡een the 19g1

and 1987 Surveys but then dectined somewhat in the L99l Survey (Figure 2-6).

Participation in hunting declined steadily throughout ttre decade (Filion et. al.

t993).
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Numbcr of pariopans (in d¡olrsüds)

Hrctbg

t987

Figure 2-6. Trends iû parricipation by Manitoba residenr in primary non-
consunpcive trips or oudngs a¡,d ín huncing, 1981, L987, a.u.d 1991.

Sorrrce: Fi]icn eL ¿, 1993.

conparisoo of the three Su:rreys also shows rha¡ t!.e total au-Eber of

participaat da).s spent on ali wild,Iiferelate¿ acciøcies i¡creâsed by 24.2%

berween 1981 a¡d 1997, from 1O.0 mi'llíon i-n' 1981 Ëo 49.7 millies in 1991. The

numbe¡ of days spent by particip2nts oa pnmary non-con,sunprive rips

increased becween 1981 a¡d L987 but rhe¡. decreased iE 1991 (Figure ?'7).TLe

a,rrnþ€r of participa¡.t days spent on hr:nti¡g steadily declined throughout ihe

period (Filíon eL ¿ 1993).

Nrober of days (i! toillio¡s)

t 98l

cþcorlaç U

H'*"s
LI

t9r¡

Figrrre 2-7. Trends in toul nr:.rn.ber of days on which l4a-aitoba parcicipanrs
engaged in primary non-coosunpdve trips or ourings a¡d in hunting, 1981,
L987,a¡d 1991.

Source : Filion eL aL. 1993.
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Finalll', a comparison of expenditures is possible ¿rmong the three

Surveys. A comparison of thís sort shows that total expend.itures on wildlife-

related activities increased from $158.7 million in 1981 to $195.3 million in 1gg7

but then decreased to $158.6 mitlion in 1991. However, these numbers may be

misleading because of tlre fact that tlte Surveys measure dollar amounts using

current doUars instead of using constant dolla¡s. An analysis of the

expenditures for the three time periods using constant dollars shows a ma¡ked

decline in total wildlife-related expenditures over the decad.e. However, it
should still be kept in mind that the expendirures on wildlife-related activities

in Manitoba represent a significant financiai outlay and have a large impact

on the provincial economy.
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CHAPTER THREE

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Two questionnaire surveys were conducted within tìe following target

populations in Riding Mountain National Park and in the Riding Mountain

Biosphere Reserve: RMNP campers and visitors, RMNP cabin and cottage

owners, seasonal residents around the Park, permanent residents of the RMBR,

absentee landou'ners of the RlvfBR, and First Nations residents of the RMBR.

The questionnaires were based on those used by Statistics Canada and the

Canadian Wildlife Service to solicit information for the National Surveys on

the Importance of Wildlife to Canadians. However, the present study focuses

only on large mammals. Definitions of terms and copies of the questionnaires

used can be found in the Appendices.

3.1 RMNP Campers and Visitors

RMNP visitors and people ín the campgrounds were surveyed during

the month of August, 1993. The methodology consisted of the researcher

simply walking up to campers while they were at their campsites and either

giving them the survey to fill out on their own or asking them the survey

questions as they performed other choies such as cooking or washing d.ishes.

To assist in the process of conducting the surveys with campers, certain

camping areas were targeted. The targeted camping areas were chosen by the

researcher and Park Warden Mr. Pat Rousseau and consisted of the

Wasagaming campground, the La-lie Audy campground, the Moon lake

campground, and the whirlpool Lake campground. These four campgrounds

were chosen for a number of reasons but maini)/ to ensure that surveys were
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conducted with a representative cross-section of the tlpes of people that visit

RMNP campgrounds. For example, the wasagaming campground tends to

attract all types of campers from all age groups, but especially people who

want to be close to the townsite for shopping and convenience reasons. The

la-lie Audy and Whirlpool lake campgrounds tend to attract people in search of

a more primitive camping experience. The Moon lake campground also tends

to attract campers Iooking for a primitive experience, but perhaps not as

primitive as rhar offered by Lalie Audy or Whirlpool lake.

3.2 RMNP Cabin and Cottage Owners

surveys were conducted by the researcher with people who either

owned or rented cabins or cottages in tJre Pa¡k during August, 1993. This target

population includes the people in the cottages along the shore of Clear Lake as

well as the people in the cabins on lst - Sth Street. The researcher asked the

residents to either fiil out the survey on their own or to respond orally to

questions asked by the researcher.

3.3 Seasonal Residents Around the Park

This target population consisted of the peopre who either owned or

rented residences in Grey owl Estates or sportsman's park. surveys were

conducted witlr these people during August, 1,993. The methodology consisted of

the researcher approaching the residents and getting them to either fill out

the survey in writing or orally.
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3.4 Permanent Residents of the RMBR

The RMBR consisrs of 18 local municipalities around the Park and is thus

far too big an area to study in its entirety for this research project. The totai

population of the RMBR is roughly 25 OO0 people, 13 000 of which (the rural

population only) were the target group for this study. Rather than trying to

sample all 18 municipalities (Figure 2-L), four representative municipalities

were chosen, with the help of John Whitaker. The four were the R'M' of

Grandview, the R.M. of Mcereary, the R. M. of Rossburn, and the L.G.D. of Park.

All border on a large piece of Pa¡k properrr-) have a good geographical spread,

and all have active members of the Riding Mountain Biosphere Reserve

Management Committee, thus increasing the likelihood of good questionnaire

returns.

A mail-out survey was used, with participants randoml¡u selected from

municipal voters lists to achieve a sample size of roughly 300, as recommended

by Dr. Carl Schwartz,Departnent of Statistics, University of lr{anitoba. These

lists differentiate bewveen ttre permanent residents and non-pennanent

residents (ie. absentee landowners) of the areas. All of the permanent

residents on each of the four R.M. lists were highlighted and starting from the

top of the list, every eighth permanent resident name was chosen aS a mailing

target. The number of permanent residents on all four lists divided by I gave a

sample size of 301 names.

The mailing out of the surveys took place in December, 1993 and

contained a copy of the survey, a covering letter, and a self-addressed stamped

envelope for returning the completed suryey. A one page follow-up reminder

was sent out two weeks after the survey to prompt the recipients to mail back

their responses. Completed Surveys were returned as late as Ma¡ch, 1994'
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The methodology is the same as that used for the permanent residents.

The same rural municipalities were used and the surveys went out on tlre same

dates. However, instead of using every eighth narne on the voters lists, every

third name was used to yield an acceptable sample size of 1.52 as recommended

by Dr. Carl Schwartz, Department of Statistics, University of Manitoba. When

choosing the names from tJrese lists, if the chosen name had a mailing address

in the United States, Costa Rica or any other location that was far away and

tJrus made a response unlikely, these narnes were dropped and the next

available name was used.

First Nations residents of the RMBR, specifically the Keeseekoowenin

First Nation, were surveyed using a questionnaire and a specially developed

interview guide that was somewhat shorter than the survey. The interview

guide was developed following several initial discussions with the Chief and

Band council members. The questionnaire forms were delivered to the

communit.v in August, 7994 and were administered by Mr. Brion Whiúord of

the Keeseekoowenin First Nation. It was considered that this approach was

culturally more appropriate and therefore uould be more conducive to better

reception by the community, thus increasing the tikelihood of more complete

survey coverage of the Keeseekoowenin First Nation.
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3.7 Data Anal)¡sis

The data was analyzed via the use of a spreadsheet package, Stawiew SE+

Graphics, version 1.03. The histograms were produced using Cricket Graph,

version I.2.1.
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CHAPTER FOUR

RESULTS

RIDING MOTJNTAIN NATIONAI PARK \TISITORS SUR\EY'

4. 1 Wildlife-related Activities

Respondents were asked a number of questions regarding their level of

interest in partìcipating in a variety of wildlife-related activities such as

watching, photographing, or studying/identifying large mammals. They were

then asked questions as to which of the actjvitjes the¡z acruall¡z took part in as

well as r,r'hich of the large mammal species they had either seen,

photographed, or studied. The results of these questions are contained in

Tables 4-I,1-2, and 4-3.

Table 4-1. - Va¡ious activity interest rates.

Respondent's interest in participating in various activities.

Interest In Partjcipation

Activity Great Some None

Watching large
mammals 144 (75Vo) 40 (ZLVo) 7 (4o/o)

Photographing
large mammals 70 (37Vo) 77 (4OVo) 44 (?3Vo)

Studying/
identifying large 54 (78%o) 75 (39o/o) 62 (33o/o)
mammals
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'l'he high percentage of visitors interesred in watching wildlife is

reflected in many of the corrunents that were received on the questionnaires.

Many of the corunents reflected the idea that wildlife makes the park a special

place. one comment read as folows, "Iarge mammaJs as a resource are almost

obsolete. ln North Dakota people come from hundreds of miles to see the bison.

I suggest you treasure your resource and keep them wild. I was absolutely

fascinated with all I saw and will definitely come back.,'

"l'able 4-2. - Various activity* participation rates.

ln which of the following activities did you participars.u (Mark all that appl¡'). o'

Activit¡, Number of responses**

. Watching large mammals I2O (53o/o)

64 (280/o)

42 (I8o/o)

3 (17o)

Photographing large mammals

Stud¡,ing,/identif),ing large mammals

Other

Notes :

* This and all following questions were asked only to those respondents who
answered "yes" to the question in Table 4-5.

** Because each respondent could answer more than one activity, the total
number of responses (229) exceeds the total number of respondents (rzz).
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l'able 4-3. - Various large mammal usage rates.

which of the following did you warch, photograph or study? (Mark all thatapply).

Species of large mammal Number of responses*

Bison

Biack bea¡

Etk

Moose

White-tail deer

Other

84 (23Vo)

79 (22o/o)

56 (1690)

83 (23o/o)

45 (72Vo)

15 (4Vo)

Notes :

* Because each respondent could answer more tlran
number of responses (362) exceeds the toul ,rumbe,

one species, the total
of respondenrs ( l22).

one respondent added the comment "Drive to the bison compound 5

times a year." after this question.

Respondents were asked a number of questions concerning their views

on wildlife, specifically how important maintaining abundant wildlife
populations was to them, if wildlife was one of their reasons for coming to

RMNP, and Úle general effect encountering wildlife had on thei¡ visits to rhe

Park. The results of these questions are contained in Tables 4-4, 4-s, and 4-6.
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Table 4-4. - Importance of large mammal abundance.

!I9w important is it to you that the abundance of the large mammal species of
RN4NP and surrounding area be maintained?

Very Fairly Of little Ofno Don't knowimoortant rmportant importance rtance
0 0

160 (84Y0) 31 (1670)

one respondent wrote after this question "Animals mal<e the pa¡k

special place to visit and thus should be cherished.,,

Response Number of respondents

Table 4-5. - Purpose in coming to RMNP.

Does your primary'or secondary purpose in coming to RMNP and surrounding
area include r,r'atching/photographing/studying th? large mammal
populations of the area'l

Yes

No

L22 (o4o/o)

(r9 (3bYo)

From t}te general comments that were volunteered by the respondents,

it seems that for some of the Park visitors wildlife is a secondary purpose. A

few respondents echoed sentiment along the lines of the comment ',Animals

are a bonus to the whole Park package." However, coÍtments such as "Wildlife

ma-lies the Park" were also volunteered.
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'l'able 4-6. - Effects of encountering large mammals.

ln general, what effect did encountering large mammals have on your visits to
RMNP and surrounding area'!

Response Number of respondents

Increased enjoyment very much

Increased enjoyment somewhat

Made no difference

Decreased enjoyment somewhat

Decreased enjoyment very much

LOZ (84o/o)

13 (1L9o)

4 (3Vo\

3 (2o/o)

O (OYo)

95o/o of respondents felt that encountering large mammals increased

their enjoyment of RMNP. This was expressed ín comments such as "Wildlife

makes the Park. I drive in from Dauphin almost every weekend" and "We come

from Alberta for 2 weeks every summer. Love wildlife and is good for kids to

see wildlife." and "Animals make the trips worthwhile."

4.3 Time Spent With Wildlife

To gain an understanding of the total amount of wildlife usage in the

atea, respondents were asked to provide information concerning the number

of days they spend on trips to the area as well as the number of trips they

take,uyear to the area. The results of these questions are contained in Tables 4-7

and 4-8.



Table 4-7. - Time

In this outing to
this rrip?

spent in Rlt{NP (#of days).

RMNP and surrounding a_rea,

52

how many days were spent on

Total

s52
Number of
days (alt
respondents)

Number of
respondents

Average number
of daysr
respondent*"

Note:

Number of 147
trips (all
respondents)

Number of 67
respondents

Average number Z.z
of trips/
respondent

Note:
* Area campground.s same as in Table 7.

Area campground*

2983528241111r 64

3.2 3.1 3.0 22.2 3.3 7.2 1.3

Area campground*

L41167

4.4

r22

4.5

Total

380

L22

* Area campground 1 = wasagaminq 
çamgqround, 2 = La-ke Audy campground,j = Moon lake campground, ã: wrirrpo9i"i"r."- .äripground, s : úrã ¿ãftages

Êi,:r:]:il:öi,iå[,:ï*-: = random interviewsìî"tnu p¿-, z =-civ owr

:. lf +" average number of days/respondent is recalculated wirhoutincluding the people in Area campground #s ure ãverage number ofdays/respondent drops to 3.g. - ¡

Table 4-8. - Time spent in RMNP (#of rrips/year).

How many trips did you take over the past year?

11

3.9 2.6 4.6 2.4 4.O7.O 10 3.1
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4.4 Willingness-to-pa), for Wildlife

Respondents were asked. to provide information as to how much money

they would be willing to pay/year to ensure that the abundance of large

mammals was maintained in RMNP. The results of this question a-re contained

in Table 4-9.

Table 4-9. - WTP for abundance of large mammals.

How much would you be wiliing to pay/year to ensure tJre abundance of large
mammals is maintained in RMNP and surrounding areal

Willingness to pay,/year
$

Number of responses Total willingness to pay
$

0

1- 19

20- 49

s0-99

100 - 199

200 - 291)

300 - 399

400 - 599

60O or more

Total

4 (2o/o)

42 (22o/o)

62 (32o/o)

38 (20%)

30 ( 160/o)

5 (3%o)

1 (.59o)

1 (.570)

8 (4Vo)

191 (10070)

0x4:0
IOx4?=420

35x62:2170

75 x 38: 2850

150x30=4500

250x5=1250

350x1=350

500x1=500

600x8=4800

16 840

The average willingness-to-pay,/respondent to maintain the abundance of

large mammals is 16840/191 = $88.

98o/o of respondents indicated they were willing-to-pay to help ensure

the abundance of large mammals is maintained in RMNP and surrounding
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area' of the 2vo of respondents that were not willing-to-pay, conunents were

received such as "willing-to-pay nothing. Should be covered by my taxes.,,

Respondents were subsequently asked questions concerning t¡eir
expenditures for their present trip to the RMNP area (euestions 9 and 1o).

These expenditures were recorded and average costs,/rip were calculated and
used during analysis. Table 4-10 d^isplays the respondents' expendirures.

Table 4-1O. - Non-consumptive expenditures.

ln this ogting to RMNp and surrounding area, how much didwatch, photograph or srudy the large rirammal popurations?

Category of expenditure Gross expenditures

you spend to

Average
expenditure/respondent

s0 (N :1,22)

48 (N : rr2)

82 (N = 774)

167 (N:37)

18 (N = 80)

36s

Transportatjon

Accommodation

Food

Equipment

Other ltems

Total

($)

b772

5420

9392

(r180

7432

28 536

Following the questions regarding expend.itures, respondents were

asked if they would still have taken their trip to the RMNP area if their costs

had been more, a¡d how much more they would have spent before decid,ing

not to take their trip to the RMNP area (thus revealing their level of consumer

surplus). The results of these questions are contained in Tables 4-ll and 4-lZ.
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Table 4-77. - Number of respondents thar would still come if their costs had
been more.

Would )/ou still have taken

Response

these trips if your costs had been more?

Number of respondents

I22 (IOOVo)

0 (oeò)

Table 4-12. - Post-expenditure WTp.

How much more would you have spent before deciding not to take these tripsin 1993?

Willingness to pay (g) Number of responses TotalwTp

Yes

No

1-19

20 - 4c)

50-99

100 - 199

200 - 299

300 - 399

400 - 599

600 or more

Total

10 (8%)

37 \25o/o)

26 (27Vo)

35 (29o/o)

7O (9Vo)

7 (6Vo)

2 (ZVo)

7 (Io/o)

122 (7OWo)

10 x 1O -- 100

35 x31 = 1085

75x26=1950

150x35:5250

250x 10= 25OO

350x 7 =?45O

500x2=1000

6OOx1=6OO

14 935

The average post-expendirure willingness-to-pay for 1993 was

14935/122 = sr22. This means that on average, each visitor surveyed was

willing to pay in total an additionat $122 on rop of their already incurred
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expenditures (average expenditure

large mammal populations (Figure

= $365) fbr the chance to enjoy RMNp's

4-L).

sT22.OO

Qu an tity

Figure 4-1. ]'he average level of consumer surplus being enjoyed by park

visitors.

Figure 4-1 displays the average consumer surplus being enjoyed by

Park visitors for their non-consumptive large mammal usage. The total

average benefit being derived by Park visitors is $487. However, the average

expenditures being incurred by Park visitors is only $365, thus resulting in an

average consumer surplus of $122 per park visitor.

#*

c
IJ¡rl
li

Êd

{Consumer 
Surplus of
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CHAPTER FIVE

RESULTS

RIDING MOUNTATN BIOSPHERE RESERVE RESIDENTS SURVEY

The first four questions of tfiis survey were aimed at collecting

background information on the respondents such as residency (permanent vs.

non-perrnanent), municipality of residence, age a¡1d gender. This information
and the number/percentage of completed returns per municipality are

displaved in Tables 5-1 through S-4.

Table 5-1. - Residency starus.

Are you a permanent resident or non_pennanent

Residency

resident of the area?

Count

Permanent

Non-permanent

736 (67Vo)

67 (33Vo)

Table 5-2. - Number of completed
municipality.

returns and percent completion rate by

Municipality Permanent Non-permanent Percentage of
Grandview

McCreary

Park

Rossburn

Total

resident
4I (49Vo)

37 (54o/o)

24 (35o/o)

34 (42Vo)

l3ro Ø5o/o)

residents
IO (43Vo)

I (3O9o)

23 (45Vo)

26 (57Yo)

67 (44Vo)

total returns
51 (4870)

45 (47V0)

47 (39o/o)

60 (45o/o)

2O3 (45o/o)
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l'able 5-3. - Gender distribution of respondents.

Male Female Unknown

123 (67Yo) 77 (s8%) 3 (7Vo) 203 (100Yo)

Table 5-4. - Age distributjon of respondents.

Age group (years) Number of respondents

under 25

26-40

41-55

over 56

unknolryn I (.50/o

5.2 Wildüfe - related Activities

Respondents were asked a number of questions regarding their interest

in participating in a variety of wildlife-related activities (bottr consumptjve

and non-consumptive activities). They were then asked in which activities

they actually took pa-rt in and which species of large mammals their activitjes

involved. This information is contained in tables S-5 - S-7.

9 (4o/o)

45 (220/o)

76 (37.Svo)

72136o7o¡
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Table 5-5. - Va¡ious activify interest rates.

Respondent's interest in participating in various activities.

Activity
Interest in Particioation

Great Some None

Watching large
mammals

Photographing
large mammals

Studying/identify
ing large
mammals

Feeding large
mammals

Hunting large
mammals

Other

95 (48Vo)

37 \ZOvo)

42 (23Vo)

84 (42Vo)

84 (45Vo)

86 (48Y0)

79 (7OVo)

67 (35o/o)

53 (29o/o)

84 (46Vo)

105 (57Y0)

48 (7OVo)

3s (19%)

45 (24o/o)

12 (17o/o)

64 (35a/o)

34 (I9/o)

9 (13Y0)

The comments volunteered by respondents concerning their large

mammal activity participation varied drastically. Some respondents said

"...enjoy watching and studying animals very much, especially in the elk rut,"

or animals are "a great delight to children who catch a glimpse of them, as

well as adults." However, many respondents had negative comments about the

large mammals of the area: "They have done at tjmes alot of damage, which

runs into alot of money, but up to this day I have never been approached by

any government or organization as to what damage tfiey have done or are

doing. I have had fences torn down, strawberries and fruit trees damaged,

fields of crops and hay trampled in wet weatÌrer, sewer lines torn up, garbage

cans bent up, and clothes torn off clothes lines by bears.,'
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Table 5-6. - Various activity participation rates.

in which of the following activities did you participare? (Mark all that apply)."

Activity Number of responses**

Watching large mammals

Photographing large mammals

Studying/identitying large
mammals

Other

69 @Svo\

34 (22vo)

36 t 23Yo)

16 (IOYo)

Notes :
* This and all fotlowing questions were asked only to those respondents who
answered "yes" to the question in Table 5-9.

** Because each respondent could answer to more than one activit-v, the total
number of responses (155) exceeds the total number of respondenti (75).

À{any respondents wrote coûrments atter this question such as "When

driving in the area, we like to stop and watch the animals, and talie picrures

out oi car wincÍow when sate to stop." stiil many others said they simply

enjoyed the animals they saw on their farms while they worked tie land.

'l'able 5-7. - Various large mammal usage rates.

Which of the following did you warch, photograph or srudyl

Species of large mammal Number of responses*

Bison

Black bear

Ètk

Moose

White-tail deer

Other

27 (9o/o)

6I (Zt9/o)

65 (21vo)

57 (79Vo)

70 (23vo)

24 (\Vo)

Notes:
* Because each respondent could answer more tban one species, the total
number of responses (304) exceeds the total number of respondents (75).
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Respondents were also asked a number of questions concerning their
views on wildlife, such as whether or not trrey felt it was important to
maintain an abundance of large mammals in the RMBR, if one of their
purposes in owning land in the area included using the large mammals and

the general effect encountering large mammals has on their visits to the area.

The results of these questions is shown in Tabres 5-g - 5-10.

Table 5-8. - lmportance of large mammal abundance.

How important is it to you that the abundance of the Iarge mammal species ofRMNP and surrounding area be maintained?

Very Fairly Of little Of no Don't know Unknownrm rtant imDortant importance im ance

8870 of respondents felt that it was very or fairll, important to maintain

lf,e abundance of Iarge mammals in t-tre RMNP area. However, some

respondents wrote comments such as "We would question the abundance of
large mammals in some of tfie areas adjacent to RMNP... we hardly ever see any
elk or moose, and very few deer. This year we have seen no bears at all.,,

I'able 5-9. - Purpose in owning land near RMNP.

Does your primary. (or secondary) purpose in owning land near RMNp andsurroun din g area in cl ude watching /pho tograptrin g,ZbtuãVr"À-.nË- Ë; 
"mammal populations of the a¡ea?

Response Non-permanent Total number ofresidents respondents
Permanent
residents

Yes

No

Unknown

54 (4OVo)

78 (57Yo)

27 (32Vo)

45 (670/0)

75 (370,6)

123 (61%)

4 (3Vo 7 (TVo ( 2o/o
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Table 5-10. - Efflects of encountering Iarge mamma]s.

In general, what etTect did encountering large ma-mmals have on your visits to
RMNP and surrounding a¡ea/

Response Number oi responses

Increased enjoyment very much

Increased enjoyment somewhat

Made no difierence

Decreasecl enjoyment somewhat

Decreased enloyment very much

50 (759o)

1I (r6yo)

5 lTvo)

0 (Uvo)

t llYo)

9]yo of responcients incircateci that encountenng large mammals

increaseci therr enjoyment oi the area: 'lt is a wonderful thing to see animals

in a heaithy normal state. When we travel in or through the park it seems as

though we mlssecl something rf we do not see some oi tnese anrmals as we

ciflve." The 970 of responclents who sarci ttrat encountenng iarge mammals

elther made no dfterence to them or clecreaseci trreir en;oyment of the area

usuaiiy gave reasons such as crop ciepreciauon or "Seen them aij so many tunes

t cion't care about them anymore" as reasons.

5.4 llme Spent wlth wilcliüe

tfforlnatlon was gathereci rlom responclents concernrng the amount of

ume they spent m tire area over tire year tr99s) and the amount of nme they

went out to use the iarge mammais over the same time perioci. TIús intormaùon

is containeci ln Tabies 5-I1 anct 5-12.



frJTabie 5-tt. - l'Íme spent rn area.

How many days ctld you spend rn the a_rea over the past year ( f)L)'3)!

Permanent
residents

Non-permanent
resicients

Number of dal¡s

Number of
responcients

8970

+7

82s

2U

4IAverage number
OI

r9r

Permanent
reslclents

TabÍe 5- 12. - Acrrve ttme spent wlut the iarge mammals.

Horv many ciay's ciro you go out to watcr., photograpn or stucly the iarge maffmrarpopulauons of tjre a¡ea7

Non-permanent
resroents

Number of days

Number of
responcients

Average number
of

1815

45

4U

275

t8

I5

Many respondents corrunented that they see wildlrre ancÍ Iarge mammais

on thei¡ farms regularly. As one respondent put it "l watch these animals from
my sunroom window."

cÍayszresoonclent

ciayszresponcient
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5.5 Wiltngness-to-Dav t'or Wilcliite

Respondents were asked to provrde information as to how much money

they would be wilting fo pay/year to ensure that ttre abundance of large

ma-mmals was maintained in the RMBR. The results of this questron are

contained in Table 5-13.

T'able 5-13. - WTP tor abundance of large mammals.

How much would you be vrnlling fo pay/year to ensure the abundance oi large
mammals is maintained in RMNP and-surrounding area!

Wiilingness o pay/year Num.ber of responses Total willingness ro pa)'t
$

o

1-rg

20 - 4t)

50-99

100 - 199

204 - 299

300 - 399

400 - s99

600 or more

No answer

Total

24 \I2Vo)

t¿ i tS Svol

32 ( 15.570)

74 (70/o)

10 (570)

4 (2Vo)

2 (7Vo)

t (.57o)

4 (2Vo)

4s (22%)

2O3 (LOU/o)

$
0x24=\)

lUx67:b7t)

35 x J2: II2U

75 x14: 1050

150x 10:1500

250x4= 1000

350x 2:7OO

500x1=500

(i00x 4=2400

8940

The average willingness-to-pay/responde
large mammals is 89-10/158 = $57.

As is shown in Table 5-13, IZVo of respondents indicated that they would

not be willing-to-pay to help ensure the abundance of large mammals is

maintained in the RMNP area. Most of these respondents indicated that they
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already pay enough in crop damages and taxes, or as two respondents put it "l
consider lost crop as money donated to the cause" and "I pay t¿Lxes on the land,

that's enough!". Other respondents supported the idea that "WTp nil, they (the

animals) will survive on their own."

Respondents were subsequently asked questions concerning their

expenditures for thei¡ activities in the RMBR area (Questions 9 and lO). These

expendirures were recorded and hunting expenditures were factored out for

trose respondents (N : 13) that included borh consumptive and non-

consumptive expenditures. Table 5-1-1 displays the respondents' expenditures.

Tabie 5-14. - Non-consumptive expenditures.

How much did ¡,eu spend to watch, photograph or srud¡z the large mammal
populations of the area in 1993?

Categor.v of Total Average
expenditure expenditures expenditure/

($) permanent
resident ($)

Average
expenditurez

non-
permanent

Average
expenditure,/
respondent

($)

Trans -
portation

Accomm-
odation

Food

Equipment

Other items

Total

16 06s

984

6 190

11 075

3 409

37723

297 (3s)

Ir (24)

6s (32)

23e (30)

47 (28)

659

resident ( $
378 ( ls)

e0 (8)

274(Lsl

3ss (11)

161 (13)

1258

32i (s0)

30 (32)

132 (47)

277 (47)

84 (41)

838

Notes:

Number of responses (counts)
entered expenditures in all of

differ for every column as not all respondents
the categones.
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Following the questions regarding expend.itures, respondents were

asked if they would still have ta-lien their trip to the RMNP area if their costs

had been more, and how much more they would have spent before deciding

not to take their ûip to the RMNP area (thus revealing their level of consumer

surplus). The results of these questions a¡e contained in Tables 5-15 and 5-16.

Table 5-15. - Number of respondents tJrat would still have come if their costs
had been more.

would you still have taken these trips if your costs had been more?

Response Number of responses

Yes

No

57 (93o/o)

4 (7Vo)

Table 5-16. - Post-expendirure WT'p.

How much more would you have spent before deciding not
rn 1993?

Willingness to pay ( $) Number of responses

to take these trips

Total \^TP ($)

0

t-t9
¿0 - 4t)

5U-99

100- te9

200-299

300 - 39e

4(X) - 599

(i00 or more

'l'oul

2 (4o/o)

t¿ \IlVo)

5 ( tUulo)

E lITYo)

I (tzyo)

6 (LZo/o)

0 (0Yo)

4 (Eo/o)

IO (lWo)

49 (Ijtð/o)

0x2=0

lrJx6=60

J5x5=175

75xE=bOU

15Ux E: ll(XJ

250x6:1500

350x0=0

500x 4='Z(XX)

(i00x10=6000

11 535
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The average post-expenditure willingness-to-pay for 1993 is 1i535/49 :

$235. This means that on average, each resident surveyed was wi-tling to pay in

total an additional $235 on top of their already incurred expenditLlres (average

expendirure : $838) fbr the chance to enjoy the large mammal popuiations of

the RMBR (Figure 5-1). It is important to keep in mind the fact that residents

do not only paf in cash (taxes and property costs) but often pay in forms such

as crop damage and depredation, therefore it may be difücult for some

residents to express their level of WTP. It is possible that some residents

answered this question with the replacement value of wild meat with store-

bought meat in mÍnd.

960/o of respondents indicated that they were willing-to-pay more to

engage in non-consumptive wildlife-related activities. However, some

respondents put conditions on their wiltingness-to-pay. Examples of this

include "Wl'P provided that the main puqpose was not for hunting. Witi the

many hunting seasons now in existence it is next to impossibie to go into the

bush for recreational reasons." Still other respondents took the WTP question

further, and asked, "ls it the intention of this survey to determine whether or

not all concern for wildlife in Pa¡ks should be aba¡doned as too costlyl What is

the intention and who is the final recipient?"
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1073¡

838

Consumer Surplus of $235.00
{
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Figure 5-1. T'he average level of consumer surplus being enjoyed by Biosphere

Reserve residents.

I'igure 5-1 displays the average consumer surprus being enjoyed by

area residents for their non-consumptìve large mammal usage. The total

average benefit being derived by Area residents is $1073. However, the

average expenditures being incurred by area residents is only $g3g, thus

resulting in an average consumer surplus of $235 per area resident.

5.6 First Nations Results

The results of the survey could not be obtained from the Fi¡st Nations

target population due to difficulties the researcher had no control over.
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CHAPTER SIX

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The RMNP area is known as a good place to encounter wildlife. Both

visitors to RMNP and residents of the surrounding Biosphere Reserve take part

in many consumptive and non-consumptive wildlife-related activities. These

activities represent a significant outlay of both time and monetary

expenditures for both Park visitors and area residents.

6.1 Comparison of Various Activiry Participation Rates

Figure 6-1 compares tlre Park visitors' "great interest" in watching,

photographing, or studying/identifying large mammals with the area

residents' "great interest" in watching, photographing, studying/identifying,

hunting, and feeding large mammals. The Park visitors display a higher

overall percentage of "great interest" for all three activities, possibly due to

the fact that area residents see these animals frequently as they live and work

in the area year-round whereas Park visitors may not have the oppornrnity to

see these animals as frequently and thus consider it a 'treat' to view the

animals.

The 1991 Survey found that only 29Vo (vs. roughly 4O% on average in

tb.is study) of respondents expressed "great interest" in participating in direct

non-consumptive wildlife-related activities. As well, roughly 7.4Vo (vs. 24Vo in

this study) of the respondents expressed "great interest" in hunting (Filion et.

al. 1993). These 1991 Survey numbers are considerably lower than those

documented in this resea¡'ch project for tlte RMBR, yet the Manitoba average
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for these two categories (d.irect non-consumptive uses and hunting) were

found to be very near the Canadian averages. Perhaps these differences are

due to the fact that the survey populatíon of this snrdy are largely rural

residents who happen to live close to a national park known for its abundant

wildlife populations, whereas in general the survey population of the 1991

Survey were drawn from the general population.

WatchingPhotographingStudying Feeding

Various Activities

Hunting

Figure 6-1.. Comparison of the level of "great interest" for various activities.

6.2 Willingness-to-pa)¡ for Abundance Comparison

Figure 6-2 compares the willingness-to-pay/year of the ¡1l¿o survey

populations to ensure the abundance of large mamma-ls is maintained in RMNP

and surrounding area.
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Figure 6-2. Willingness-to-pay for abundance of the two survey populations.

How much would you be willing to pay/year to ensure tlte abundance of large
mammals is maintained in RMNP and surrounding a¡ea?

The area residents are generally wilting-to-pay more than the park

visitors at the lower dollar amounts ($0 - 19) and the park visitors are

generally willing-to-pay more at rhe higher dollar amounrs ($20 - 600+ with

the exception of the $300 - 399 category) to ensure the abundance of large

mammals is maintained in the area. This may be due to the fact that area

residents feel the ani¡¡1¿|5 should look after tbemselves or are less willing to

help maintain abundant stocks of animals that depredate their crops. Perhaps

Park visitors would be willing to pay more because they do not see the damage

these animals can do to crops and fields, or possibly because they are less

Visitors

Residents
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familiar with wildlife and are therefore very interested when they do

encounter wildiife.

6.3 Comoarison of Purposes

Each of the survey populations was asked if one of their primary or

secondary purposes in going to RMNP or owning land near RMNp and

surrounding area included watching, photographing, or studying/identifying

the large mammal populations of the area. The results of this question are

displayed in Table 6-1, and in more detail in Table 6-2.

Table 6-1. - Comparison of purposes.

Is your_priTary or secondary purpose in coming to RMNP and surrounding
a¡ea related to the large mamma_ls?

Survey Population Response (70)

Pa¡k Visitors

Residents

Non-residents

Yes

(>+

q

32

No

36

57

67

Note : The percentages may not add to 10070 due to the fact that there were 5
maíl-out surveys returned with this question left unanswered, thus leaving ax
unknown category comprising 2% of tle total mail-our survey population.

6.3.1 Huntine Comparison

The mail-out survey to the peûnanent residents and non-pernunent

residents included the category of 'hunting' when asking about their interest
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in participating in certain wildlife-related activities. Their answers are

displayed in Tabie 6-2.

Table 6-2. Mail-out respondents' interest in hunting.

Great

Interest in Hunting

Some None Total

Response

Perm. Res.

Non-perm.
Resident

Table 6-2 shows that 5570 of the permanent residents and 6O7o of the

non-permanent residents have no interest in hunting. This is not to say that

hunting is not a valid and important activity in the area, just that less than

half of the people in the area have an interest in hunting. However, interest

in hunting by area residents and non-residents is significa¡tly higher than

the Canadian average of 7.4Vo.

The data from Table 6-2 was further ana-lysed by checking interest in

hunting against primary purpose for land ownership in the area (use of large

mammals or not) to determine whether or not residents and non-residents of

the area owned land in the area for hunting purposes. Contrary to the general

perception of many, Table 6-3 shows that interest in hunting is not a main

reason for land ownership in the RMBR, specifically among non-residents

I21

63

67

38

75?o

16
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landowners. However, this may not hold true for landowners adjacent to RMNP

where large mammal populations are more prevalent.

Nevertheless, the value of hunting is important in the area. The interest

in hunting expressed by permanent and non-permanent residents (45g0 and

40fl0 respectively) is well above the Canadian hunting participation rate of

7 -4Vo. As well, there are substantial expenditures on hunting-related activities

such as licensing fees and equipment purchases that contribute to the local

economy. Finarly, other benefits are derived from hunting such as the

sharing of meat from hunted animals.

Table 6-3. Number of respondents and their corresponding level of interest in
hunting.

yes No*

Great Some No Great Some NoInterest Interest Interest Interest Interest Interest
1n ln ln rn ln tn

hunting hunting hunting hunting hunting hunting

Perm.
Residents

Non-
pernl.
Residents

L2

7

28 t7

9

L7 38

314

Notes:

* The "Yes" and "No" headings are in response to the question asking
respondents if their primary purpose in owning land nea¡ RMNP included
using the large mammal species.
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6.4 Comparison of Species Watched. photographed and Studied

The percentages of the survey populations who watched, photographed,

or studied black beat, elk, and moose are very close in each of the two survey

groups (all within 5% of each other). However, the percentage of Park visitors

(23%o) who watched, photographed, or studied bison was much higher than

that of the arearesidents (9Vo). The bison herd is a captive herd, which means

Park visitors may think they are somewhat guaranteed to see wildlife and thus

consider this a "treat" and would tÌrus be wilting to visit t}te compound more

readily than permanent residents who see wildlife more often. Or perhaps the

captivity of the herd diminishes the viewing attracüon for tire permanent

residents. As well, the percentage of area resrcients who watched,

photographed, or studied white-tail deer (237o) was much higher than that of

Park visitors (1270). -l'he percentage of residents who encountered white-tail

deer is higher than that of Park visitors, possibly because RMNP does not

provide the proper habitat conditions for the deer whereas the surrounding

farmlancl may provide a better habitat for the deer. As well, residents may take

a special interest in deer because there is not a draw system to allocate deer

hunting licenses as there is for elk and moose; consequently deer iicenses are

easier to obtain than elk or moose licenses.

6.4.1" Species Observed by First Nations Residents of the RMßR

Although it was not possible to collect survey data from the First Nations

residents of the RMBR, some information was collected from through

conversations with members of the Keeseekoowenin First Nation. First Nations

residents participate in a considerable amount of non-consumptive wildlife-

related activities, in particular watching the captive bison herd in RMNP
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(Chief Harry Bone, pers. comm,). Many First Narions people go to the bison

compound quite regularly just to see and walk with the bison, possibly as an

act of communing with their animal brothers (Marvin Blackbird and Brion

whiúord, pers. comm.). They may also go there to pay reverence to the animal

which provided sustena¡ce for thei¡ ancestors. The frequent visitation to the

bison compound for non-consumptive purposes by the First Nations residents

of the area was confi¡med by RMNp officials who observed that First Nations

visitors account for a significant percentage of the visitadons, especially in
t¡e winter months (pat Rousseau, pers. comm.).

6.5. Importance of Abundance Comparison

The imporrance of maintaining abundant wildlife populations can be

compared between the l.ggl survey and this srudy. The results show higher

numbers for the 'very important' category (g4% vs, 63vo) for park visítors, as

compared to the Canadia¡ average. In the case of a-rea residents, the

percentage in t}te'very jmportant, category (6lgo vs. 63%) and,fairly
important' category (27Vo vs,2 .]%) were similar to the Canadian average,

6,6 Post-Expenditure Wil.lingness-to-pa]¡ Comparison

!ïgure 6-3 compares the post-expend.iture wilringness-to-pay of the two

survey populations. The survey quesÈion that this histogram is derived from is

the second last quesrion on the survey and basically asks respondents to look at

all the money they have spent t¡us far to watch, photograph, or study the

large mammal populations of the RMBR and determine how much more money

in toal they would have spent before deciding nor to take their Eips to RMNP

a¡d surrounding area to enjoy these activities. The post-expenditure
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willingness-to-pay of Park visitors is higher than that of area residents for
the $20 - 199 range whereas the WTP of area residents is higher for all other

categories' except for the $300 - 399 range. There are some a¡ea residents

willing-to-pay very little ($O - 19), possibly because they are nor wildlife
enthusiasts or they feel they already pay enough in taxes, damages,

depredation, etc. There are also some area residents willing-to-pay large sums

of money ($400 - 600+) to non-consumptively use the animals, indicating that
there is a group of in the area willing to incur great expenditures to use tJre

animals. It is also possible that some residents answered this question with the

replacement value of wild meat with store-bought meat in mind.

1-1 9 ?0-49 50-99 100-199 2oO_299 3oO_399 4oO_599 600+
Willingness to pay ($)

Figure 6-3. Post-expenditure willingness-to-pay of tJre rwo survey populations.

How much more would you have spent before decicling not to ta.ke these tripsin 19937
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The percentage of respondents who were willing-to-pay more money

for wildlife-related activities was in excess of govo for both survey populations.

However, in the 1991 National survey it was detennined that only 6o.4voof the
general population that was surveyed were willing-to-pay more money in
excess of their present expenditures for wildlife-related activitjes. perhaps the

discrepancy in the numbers could be attributable to tlre fact that the present

study focused on an area known to possess abundant stocks of wildlife, t¡us
endearing respondents to the area and thus influencing their level of wTp.

The residents and visitors to ttre RMNP a-rea may be willing-to-pay more than

the canadian average because of the uniqueness and beauty of the area.

The willingness-to-pay and consumer surplus displayed in Figure 6_3

reveal that there is a considerable amount of enjoyrnent being derived from
the large mammals of tlre RMBR by bottr Pa¡k visitors a¡rd area residenrs.

T'here seems to be a large demand for non-consumptive witd.Iife-related

activity for these species, only part of which is being paid for in the ma¡ket-
place.

6.7 Comparison of Expendirures

'fable 6-4 compares the expend.itures of the survey populations on a per

day basis. Analysis of Table 6-4 shows that Permanent Residents incurred less

expenditures than the other two target populations in all categories of
expenditures. This is probably due to the fact that Permanent Residents live in
the area and encounter wildlife more often than the other two in their

everyday lives and tåus make less of an eftort to actively engage in non_

consumptive uses of the animals.
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Table 6-4. Comparison of expenditures on a per day basis ($/day).

Trans- FCIodAccomm-

odation

Equip-

ment

Other 'Iotal

tion

Park Vis 11

Perm Res

11

.28

81

16

4

6

18

1.6

JI

Non- zs 6 1g 24 11 u
perm Res

Notes:
Park visitors per day expenditures were calculated by dividing the averageexpenditure,/respondent.¿visit by the average length óf tt"v 

"f 
ttr" p"rL t+.sdays).

Permanent residents per day expendirures were calculated by dividing theaverage expenditure/respondent/year by the average numbér or oiys spenrwith wildlife over the last year (4O daysi. (

Non-permanent residents per day expenditures were calculated by divid-ingthe average 9¡pe¡diture/rèsponáentTye_ar. by the ãu"r^ge number of d.aysspent wirh wildüfe over the last year (f S days).

Although expenditures in trre. 'equip-ment' cat^egory may seem bigh comparedto the rest of the categories, the ig?lsurvey foîná ldrraí +E.g% 
"ri.p""¿rruresfor primary non-consumptive wildlife-relaíed à.tiuitiur were for the purchaseof equipment.

6.8 Compa¡ison of Total Expenditures

The total population of the RMBR can be estimated from the voters lists,

which contain the names of all residents 18 years or older. It can be esümated

that ttrere are approximately 13OO0 rural permanent residents and 21OO non-

pennanent residents 18 years or older in the RMBR. These population estimates
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do not include people living in towns or cities in the RMBR, only t¡e people

living in tlre rural areas.

These population estimates can be used to develop expendirure estimates

for ttre non-consumptive wildlife-related activitjes. These are calculated as:

Total rural pop. pernl. res.(13 0OO) X average expendirure ($659) = $g 567 0OO

Total rural pop. non-perm. res.(21O0) X average e¡pendirure($125g) =$Z 641 gO0

RMNP visitation for 1993 (800 m0) X average expend.iture (g365) = $292 OOO 000

These numbers indicate that the total expenditures of park visitors for
non-consumptive wildlife-related activities fa¡ exceed that of residents.

Among the residents, pennanent residents spend over th¡ee tjmes as much as

non-pennanent residents. fhe economics of consumptive activities (hunting)

was outside the scope of the present study but it should be noted that among

both permanent and non-perïnanent residents, slightly less than half have

any interest in hunting (Secrion 6.3.1).

When the results

the National Surveys on

interesting facts emerge

of this research

the lmportance

(1'able 6-5).

project are compared to

of Wildlife ro Canadians,

the results

some

of
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Table 6-5. A comparison of non-consumptive expenditures.

Per Day Number of Days per year

Canadian Average Zg 6tg*

RMNP Visitors 1132**

Perm. Res.
659

Non-perm. Res.

Notes:

* 'lhe canadian aye-r3ges a¡e for primary non-consumptive trips or outingsonly (È,ilion et. al. 199j).
*" RMNP visitors is,ca-lcutated !y average expendirure/trip($365) X averagenumber of trips taken/year(J.1i

The canadian average per year expenditures are lower than those

documented in tllis study for Park visitors and non-pennanent residents of the

a¡ea and almost identical to that of area residents. This may be due to the

uniqueness of the Pa¡k itself as it is able to draw visitors from both near and

fa¡. As well, this may be due to the fact that RMNp provides a mulütude of
oppornrnities for its users, each of which is associated with a level of costs or
expenditures. There is so much to do in the area, it is not hard for ttre average

visitor or resident to spend a significant amount of time and money on

wildlife-related activities.

z2
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Large mammals are an important resource to the RMBR, with important
economic and societal benefits. lnterest in watching ttrese animals is

expressed by over go% of both survey populations, and interest in
photographing is expressed by 77vo of Pa¡k visitors and 65go of area residents.

Considerable expenditures on the non-consumptive uses of the large

mammal species of the RMBR are made by both pa¡k visitors and area

residents. Also, considerable benefits are being enjoyed, not all of which are

paid for in the marketplace, thus leading to an enjoyrnent of consumer surplus

by both Pa¡k visitors and area residents. Pa¡k visitors are enjoying an average

consumer surplus oT $L22 for the large mammal species of the RMBR and a¡ea

residents are enjoying an average consumer surplus of $235 for the large

mammal species of the RMBR.

High value and demand exist for the non-consumptive uses of t¡e
wÍtdlife. With the exception of ttre National Park, much resource planning for
large mammal species regard their value as "big game" animals. yet, the

results of the present report show ttrat ttre economic activity generated by

non-consumptive uses is very large. Although the present project did not

focus on the economics of hunting, it is clear that both the total value and the

number of people involved in non-consumptive uses of large mammal species

in t}te RMBR far exceed consumptive uses.

l'or proper sustainable development planning, economic as weli as

environmental and social values need to be taken into account. The value of
hunting is no doubt significant; however, the value of non-consumptive uses

almost seems to be ignored. If sustainable development is the objective, all of
these values should be considered.
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Less than 5090 of non-resident landowners in tie sample own land in
the RMBR for hunting purposes. However interest in huntíng among this

survey population is much higher tåan the national average.

There a¡e four general conclusions, and there are recommendations

associated wittr each.

(1) Unfdfiled Demand for Non-consumptive Uses

The large levels of WTP and consumer surplus imply that there is a

certain degree of unfulfitled demand occurring in RMNp with regards to non-

consumptive large mammal usage. The Park authorities could capitalize on this

unfulfilled demand ttrrough the implementation of programs catering to rhis

unfulfilled demand. Seeing as the majority of wildlife viewing takes place

while driving through the pa¡k in an automobile (ie. pleasure driving),

perhaps the Park authorities could develop programs to get these people out of
their vehicles and open up new opportunities for park visitors to

view/photograph the wildlife. For example, more animal watch-towers with

interpretive/educational programs may prove useful. Activities such as

horseback riding tours and guided overnight backcountry camping trips

would very easily facilitate the unfulfilled demand for both watching and

photographing wildlife. This, coupled with a complete in-park photographic

services facility (ie. camera rentals, film sales, firm processing, etc.) and the

average Park visitor would have a readily reliable meâns of filling his,/her

unfulfilled demand.

The information provided by the present project could be used for the

planning of interpretive programs and events, possibly educational in focus.

As well, this information may also prove useful in park plarrning and

m¿magement of backcountry use patterns, trail location, and visitor services.
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(2) Eco-tourism in RMNp

The results of this project could be used as the foundation for a

regionally based eco-tourism plan, perhaps focusing on the international eco-

tourist. This would involve RMNP, the First Nations people of the area and local

residents. Clearly, this project shows that there are significant expenditures

related to non-consumptive large mammal recreational uses in the RMNp area

and a large untapped market (consumer surplus) for tiese actjvitjes.

With the economic realities of the present day and the new direction

being taken by Parks canada, it would be very advantageous for the park

authorities, Provincial agencies, RMtsR Management Committee and the area

residents to work together in a meaningful way to develop an eco-tourism plan

that ca¡ bring additional benefits to the area and to Manitoba.

(3) Eco-tourism in the RMtsR

Opportunities exist outside of the Park for eco-tourism related activities.

The high probability of seeing large mammals makes t¡e area surrounding

the Park extremely attractive for naturatists and other visitors. Thus,

opportunity exists for private landowners around the Park to transform some

of their land into an area where animals will congregate and thus attract

interested wildlife viewers and photographers.

(4) Information Gaps and Research Needs

The findings of this research project bring up a number of new

questions. Further willingness-to-pay studies should be conducted to identify

other areas where levels of consumer surplus exist. Further südy should be

conducted to determine the present non-consumptive wildlife uses,
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expenditures and levels of willingness-to-pay of the First Nations people of tJre

area . The First Nations people are an important part of the RMBR and should

be involved as an essential part of tourism and economic development

planning. Further study and analysis should be performed to see what level of
demand actually exists among Park visitors for backcountry experiences, and

how they (the visitors) think this dema¡d could be fulfilled.

The last two appendices of this docurnent provide feedback to the RMNP

staff, as ttrey contain comments from Park visitors and area residents. This

may help identify contentious issues and improve relations between the pa¡k,

its visitors and area residents.
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Appendix 1

Definition of Terms

consumer surolus : The consumer surplus represents the amount
participa:rts would pay over and above what they have actually paid
than to forego a given experience.

90

of money

rather

consumptive activitv ,: consumptive activity is defined as an activity whose
purpose is the harvesting of wildlife.

Dav : A day is defined as any part of a day (24 hours)
given wildlife-related activiry.

spent participating in a

non-consumptive activitv : Direct non-consumptive activity
defined as a non-consumptive activity that involves an actual encounter
wiidtife. Residential wildlife-related activities, primary non-consumptive
or outings, and incidental wildlife encounters during trips or outings are
included in this category.

rs

with
trips

Expenditures : Expenditures is defined as expenses incurred by the
participants for the purchase of goods and services to be used primarily for
participation in a wildlife-related activity. Goods bought for other pulposes
but used in wildtife-related activities are not considered to be legitimate cosrs
of wildlife-related activities. Expenditures are divided into the following
categories:

Expenditures on natural areas : Acceptable costs include the
maintenance, improvement, or purchase of natural areas. An example
of improvement or provision of a natural area for wildlife would be to
maintain or add ro ¿rn area certain Ð/pes of plants for the purpose of
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feedÍng or sheltering wildtife. The respondent could not include, for
example, his/her cottâge.
Expenditures on residential activities : such items as the cost of
feeders, feed for wild.life, birdhouses, magazines, films, and cameras
used primarily for wildlife would be included.

Expenditures on transportation : such items as the operation of
private vehicles, gas, oil, car repairs, car rentals, planes, and ferries
would be included.

Expenditures on accommodation : such items as cabins, lodges,
motels, and campgrounds would be included.

Expenditures on food : such items as groceries, meals, and beverages
would be included.

Expenditures on equipment : such items as cameras, camping gear,
binoculars, special clothing, recording equipment, boats, motors, and
other vehicles, such as snowmobiles and multiple-terrain vehicles,
would be included. For consumptive activity, such purchases as guns
and accessories, game carriers, caüs, dogs, and decoys for hunting, and
rods and reels for fishing, would be included.

Expenditures on other items : such items as feed for wildlife, books,
and film and film processing would be included, as well as ammunition
bait, guide fees, dog maintenanc€, and equipment rentals and repairs
for consumptive activity.

Incidental wildlife encounter durins trio or outine : Incidental
wildlife encounter during trip or outing is defined as observing wildlife on a
journey whose main purpose was other than encountering witd.life.

: Indirect wildlife_related activity is
defined as an activity that allows the participant to experience wildlife
indirectly through a variety of modes, such as reading, watching films or
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television, and purchasing arts or crafts, or by visiting institutions dealing
with wildlife, such as zoos, game farms, aguariums, or natural history
museums.

Larse mammals : Large mammars is defined as big game and non-game
species, such as bison, black bear, elk, moose, and white-tailed deer.

Natural area : Natural area is defined to include areas such as wood"lot,
hedge, marsh, open field, national park, or similar natural area t¡at provides
food or shelter for wildlife.

Non-consumptive activitv : Non-consumptive activity is defined as an
activity that does not involve the harvesting of wildlife, such as watching,
photographing, feedrng, or studying wildlife around the home or cottage or
during trips or outings. Indirect wildlife-related activities and direct non-
consumptive activities are included in this category.

Primarv, non-consumotive trip or outins : primary non-consumptive
trip or outing is defined as a trip or ou''ng taken for the primary purpose of
encountering wildlife to watch, photograph, feed, or study t¡em.

Residential wildlife-related activitv : Residential wildlife-related
activity is defined as an activitv that take.s place around the home or coffage.
such activities as watching, photographing, feeding, or studying wildlife or
maíntaining shrubs, plants, or birdhouses for wildlife around the home or
cottage are included.

sustainable development : sustainable development is defined as

development which meets the needs of the present generation without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.

Trin or outins : A trip is defined as a journey away from the place of
residence for more rhan L day, and an outing is defined as a journey away
from ttre place of residence for less than 1 day.
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Wildlife : Wildlife is defined as wild birds and other witd animals, not pers or
other domesticated animals. It includes waterfowl, other birds, small and large
mammals, artd otìer wildlife in a natural environment.

wildlife-related activitv : wildtife-related activity is defined as a
recreational activity that includes, in some form, eitler direct or indirect
contact with wildlife. Hunting, indirect wild.Iife-related activities, residentjal
wildlife-related activities, primary non-consumptive trips or outings, and
incidental wildlife encounters on trips or outings are included in this
category.

wildlife oreanization : wildlife organization is defined to include
organizations such as naturalist and conservation organizatjons and
sportsmen's clubs.

Source: Filion et. al., 1983, 1989, and 1993.
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Appendix 2

Park Visitors Survey Questionnaire



SURVEY ON THE IMPORTANCE OF I.ARGE MAMMALS IN 95

RIDING MOUNTAIN NATIONAL PARK AND
SURROUNDING BIOSPHERE RESERVE

Thank you for taking a few minutes to ans\,ver these imponant
questions on the value of wirdlife. your answers will prôvide
valuable insights into both the economic value of wiläIife as well as
the enjolæaent visitors derive from wildlife and wild.life related
activities in Riding Mountain National park and surrounding arú-
This survey is being conducted by an independent univeniry-uaseo
researcher. Your responses are stricdy confidenrial.

PLEASE READ THESE IMPORTANT DEFINiTIONS

wILDLIFE: Means a vertebrate animal of any species or rype that is
wild by narure, bur does not include pers or o-ther domesuðaìe¿
alimals, game farm ?nimals Or animals found in zooS.

LARGE MAMMALS: For rhe purpose of this survey refers oniy to
black Þear, elk, moose, whitetailed deer, and bison.



1. For each activiry llsted below, check the category that best 96

describes your interest in participating. (If you have participated
in any of these activiües, please indicate your interest in
condriuing to mke pafl ¡n the activiry)

Great Some l.b
interest in interest in interest in
participating participating participating

Watching large
mammals

Photographing
la¡ge mamma lç

Studying/identifving
Iarge memmals

2. PreSe¡tiy, most rypes of large m?mmals in Riding Ìvlountain
Nadonal Park a¡d surrouncting ¿Lrea. a¡e abundanL How imponant is

it to you that rhis abundance be mai¡tained?

ooo

o

o

o

o

o

o

very
imporant

o

Fairly Of little
imporant importance

Of no Don't
importance know

oo



3. How much would you be willing to pay/year to ensure the 97

abundance of large mammals is rnaintained in Riding Mountain
Nadonal Pa¡k and surrounding ar:ea.?

s 1-19 0 s20o-299 0s 20-49 0 s30o-399 0s 50- 99 0 s4oo_599 0
S 100 - 199 O S600orrnore O

4. Does your primary (or secon dæy) purpose in coming to Ri.ling
Mount2in National pa¡k and surrounding a¡ea incluãe watctriigZ
photographing/studyrng the large memmal populations of the-area?

Yes O NoO
I

Eo* or interview

5. During these ourings or trips, in which of the foilowing acüvities
did you parricipare? (lvlark all rhat apply)

Watching large mammals O

Photographing large mammals O

Studying/identifying large ma-rrmals O

Orher (specify) O

6. which of the following did you warch, photograph or study? (lvfa¡k
all that apply)

Bison O Moose O

Black bear O White - raited deer O

Etk O Other (specify¡ O



7. In this outing to Ridtng Mountain National Park and surounding 98
area, how many days have you spent on this trip? Is this:

half of the average u¡rice the
normal average normal average

8. How mariy trips did you take over the past yâr (Lgg3)?

f. in this ouring to Riding Mountain National park a¡d surrounding
atea', how much did you spend to watch, photograph, or srudy the
Iarge mammal popularions? (Enter expendirures in the spacebeside
the categories thar apply.)

Transportation (inctude costs to operate private
vehicles, gas, oiJ, repairs, rentals, planes, trains,
buses.)

Accommodation (include çe mpgrounds
lodges, motels.)

Food (include groceries, beverages,
restaurant meais.)

Equipment used primarily for rhese
acdvitÍes ( include cameras, binoculars,
camping gear, special dothing, recording
equipment, boats & motors and other
vehicles.)

Other items (include ñlm and' photographicservices,equipment
rentals and repairs, batteries, etc.)

10. If you took more tlan one trip, was this an average cost?

Yes O NoO

If no, specify what portion of average (e.c half of average, twice as
much as average, etc.)



11. Would you still have taken these trips or outings if your costs 99
had been more?

YesO NoO

12. How much more would you have spent before deciding not to take
these Eips or outings in 1993?

s 1-19 0 s200-299 0
s 20- 49 0 s300 - 399 0
s 50- 99 0 s400 - 599 0
S 100 - t99 O S 600 or more O

13. In general, what effect did encountering large mammals have on
your visits to Riding Mountain National Park and zurrouncling area?

Increased enjoyment very much O

Increased enjoyrnent sonewhat O

Made no difference O

Decreased enjoyment somewhat O

Debreased enjoyment very much O

Thank you for your cæperadon and taking the time to complete this
survey. Any additional comments you may have may be wrinen down
in úe space provided or on the back of tåe final sheet of paper.
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Appendix 3

Area Residents' and Non-residents' Mail-out survey euestionnaire



SURVEY ol'I THE IMPORTAÌ'{CE oF I-ARGE }vfAM}.,fAIs IN 101
RIDING MOUNTAIN NATIONAI PARK A}TÐ

SURROUNÐING ARTA

Tha¡.k you for aking a few míns¡s5 to atrswer tåese lnporta¡t
quesdons on the value of wildlife. your ansrÂ,ers urttt prõvtae
Stuab-le insigha i:r¡o both tåe economjc value of n¿lillife as well as
the enjoprenr visirors derive from wüdlife a¡d wild,life relared
acdvicies in Rlding Mountai¡ |r{¿¡ignal Park a¡d 5¿¡1.¡3s¡rtin E a¡o^-
This survey is being conducred by u independent universiþbased
researcher. Your responses a¡e strictly con-ñdendal but ptease 

-

lndlcate tle followlng :

1. Are you a pemarien¡ resident o or non-resident o of the a¡ea.?

2- Please indicare your nunicipality: Grandview
I,fcCrear.v
Rossbr¡¡n
L G. D. ofpark

3. Are -vou: maJe O
female O

4. Yourage group: Under25 years O
26 40 years O
41 - 55 years O
Over 56 years O

o
o
o
o

PLEASE READ THESE IMPORTANT DEFIMTTOI.TS

wilDLiFE: Means a verrebrate :ni¡nal of a¡ly species or rj,?e tlat is
wild by aarure, bur does not indude pes or other domesuãa-ted
4nim¿þ, game fa¡m anímats g¡ aním¿þ found in zoos.

LARGE IVÍÄMIVLAI-S: For the purpose of rh;s survey refers onJy to
black beer, elk, moose, whitetailed deer, a¡rd. bison.



1. For each activiÇ üste¿ below, check the category tbar best rcz
describes your lnterest la pardcipadng. (if you have pardcipated
in any of these acËvities, please ladicate your ínterest ln
continui¡g to take pafi in the activl.cy)

Great Some l.{c
lnterest ln interest ta lnterest ln
pardcipadng participating parcicipad-ng

Warching la¡ge
mamm¿15

Photoþphing
Iarge rûammals

SruCying/identifying
large mamrnals

crFE
Feeding large
mammals

Hr:ncing iarge
ma-m¡rals

Other (specify)

2. Presestiy, most tilp€s of Iarge mammals ln Riding Mountain
Nadonal pa¡k and surros¡r{Íng a¡ea are abunda¡¿ How lnportant is
it to you that this abundance be meînr¿ïned?

ooo

0oo

oo.o

o

o

0

o

o

o

Very
importar:r

o

Fafrly Of linle
iraponant lnrPortalce

Of no Ðon't
lmportance k¡ow



3. How much would you be wirring to pay/yær to ensure the 103
abunda¡ce ojl"tq. mammals is-mafntá"ä in Rtding Mountain
Nadonal park and surrounding ar:æ.?

s 1- 19 0 szoo-2gg os 20_ 49 0 s3oo _3gg os 50 _ 99 0 s4oo _ 5gg o
s 100 _ 1gg o s 600 or rnore o

4. Does your prin:ary (or secondary) pupose i:r owning la¡d by Rid.ing
lvfountain Narional park and surrounaing area f¡clu{s wa¡ching/
phocographing/snrdying the large rna-åal populadons of tne a¡ea.7

Yeç O NoOtll\fI End of quesüonnaire
I\y

5. in which of rhe following activities did you participate? (Mark al]
that apply)

Watching large mammals O

Phorographing la-rge mammals O

Srudying/identifying large mammds O

Other (specify) O

6. which of the followÍng did you watch, phorograph or srudy? (Mark
all that apply)

Bfson O Moose O

Black bear O White - ailed deer O

Etk O Orher (specilv) O



7. About how many days did you spend in the a.rea over the past yeatl}4.
(19e3)?-

8. About how ma¡ry days did you go out to watch, photograph, or
study the large mamm¿Lls of the a¡ea?

9. How much did you spend to watch, photograph, or snrdy the
Iarge mallrral popuiacions? (Enter expenditures in the space beside
the categories that aPPlY.)

Transponadon (include costs ro operate private
vehicles, gas, oil, repairs, rentals, plang5, trains,
buses.)

Accommodadon ( include campgrounds
IoCges, motels.)

Fcod (i¡clude groceries, beverages,
resiaurant meals.)

Equiprnent used prÍrtari-iy for these
activicies (i¡clude c2 rneras, binocula¡s,
camping gear, special clothing, recording
equipment, boats & motors a¡d other
vehicles.)

Other itenns (include fi-Lm a¡d
photographic services, equipnent
iencals and repairs, batteries, etc.)

10. if your above expenditures inciude hunCing, please tndicate the
percentage of toul expenditures forno!-ConsumpCive uses onJy.

ZSo/o O 50% O 75Vo O



1t. þgld you still have Þken tlese rrips or outings if your cosrs 105
had been more?

Yes O NoO

12. How much more would you have spenr before declding not to take
these uips or outings in 1993?

s 1-19 0 $200-2,99 0s 20- 49 0 5300 - 399 0s 50- 99 0 s400 - s99 0
S 100 - 199 O S 600 or more O

13. in general, what effect did encountering large mamm¿Lls have on
your visits to RÍding Mountain Naüonal Park and, surrounding a¡ea?

Increased enjoymenr very much 0

lncreased enjoyment somewhar O

$,fade no diffe¡ence 0

Decreased enjoyment sornewhat O

Decreased enjoyment very much 0

Thank you for your cæperation and aking the time to complete this
survey. Any additional comments you may have may be lvrlften down
in the space provided or on the back of tbe fl¡nat sheer of paper.
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Appendix 4

Keeseekoowenin Interview Guide



IITTERVTEW cUrDE (NOT qT.JESTTONNATRE) FOR KEESEEKOOWEMN 
107

FIRST NATION BAl.jD MEMBERS

1. Do you do any watching or photographing of the la¡ge mammal
species of the Riding Mountain aræ.?

2. How inportant is it to you ¡s n¿i¡tain healthy numbers of these
animals?

3. Please describe the value of these animals to you.

4. Do you ever make special trips to RMNP to see the animals? If yes,
how often?

5. How do you make these uips?
by household?

- by group of people?
- who pays the erpenses?
- any youth cook-outs?

6. If you had to travel further or lf costs were more would you still
go?
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Append.ix 5

Written Comments From Park Visitors

Wasagaming Campsround Visitors' Comments :

- Wildlife makes the Park. I drive in from Dauphin almost every weekend.

- We come from Alberta for 2 weeks every sunrmer. Iove wildlife and is good

for the kids to see wildlife.

- Loca-l farmers so see wildlife every day.

- We like scenery more than animals.

- Iarge mammals as a resource are almost obsolete. hr North Dakota people

come from hundreds of miles to see the bison. I suggest you treasure your

resource and keep them wild. I was absolutely fascinated with all I saw and will

definately come back!!

- Animals make the Park a special place to visit and thus should be cherished.

- Willing-to-pay nothing. Should be covered by my taxes.

- Witdlife is not a ptrrpose, merely a bonus.

- Park should implement a non-resident entrance fee.

- Never get to see a moose in Winnipeg!!!

- I like scenery as well as animals.

- Animals are a bonus to the whole Park package.

lake Audv Camoeround Visitors' Comments

- Love coming for day trips with my family.

- I like bird-watching in the Park.
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Moon Lake Camoeround Visitors' Comments

- Willing-ro-pay nothing.

- Animals malie the trips worthwhile.

Whirloool lake Campground Visitors' Comments

- We drive through the pa¡k at leasr 20 times ayear.

- We come for relaxation but animals are an added bonus.

Comments from cabin owners within the park

- I've seen the animals so many times it's no big deal ¿myïnore. More interested

in fishing.

- Need more focus on watersports programs.

- I see them on the farm all the time (x6).

- Prefer to waterski,

- Been coming so long I seen them decades ago so no longer a big deal.

- Imponant resource but seen them all years ago.

- love the area and the wildtife.

- Pa¡k should do something about the fish in the lake, there's none!!!

Gre)¡ Owl Estates Residents' Comments

- Want watersports and relaxation. See animals on fhe farm all the time.

- Restock the damn liakes.

- would pay to put ñsh in the lake but not for mammal ¡¡ain¡snanss.

- Would like to see bener ñshing.
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- I've seen them on the farm for 6O years and don't care to see them anymore.

- Drive to the bison compound 5 times a year.

* These are the written comments as they appeared on the surveys. They havenot been corrected for spelling^ or grammatical mistakes as to ttoí itt aoy *^yinfluence the interpretation oi thJcomments.
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Appendix 6

Written Comments From the Area Residents and Non-permânent Residents

Grandview - Permanent Residents

- Do alot of horse back riding if weather permits; enjoy watching and studying

¿aimals very much especraily in the elk rut. (male, over 56 years)

- I r,r¡atch these animals from my sunroom window. We live 7 miles from the

Park but do not visit the Pa¡k to watch the animals. (male, over 56 years)

- Money from purchasing licenses should be put toward purchasing feed for

deer, etc. Better control should be taken to protect private property, hunters

from long distances (distant towns) tramp through property, yards, without

permission. A road should be built through the Pa¡k so people could travel

through the Park from Grandview to Rossburn area, more nature could be

viewed. (female, 41-55 years)

- Dea¡ sir, I am a seventy-eight year old. widow who happens to live in the

Grandview area. I u¡ould love to watch large mammals but do not have the

opportuniV. I am concerned about the reports of black-bear baiting around

the Park. That this sort of thing is allowed is beyond betief. Many people in

this area a¡e also concerned. What can we do to have this atrocity stopped?

(female, over 56 years)

- If the beaver were live trapped in the Riding Mountain there is lots of feed

for moose, e\ and deer. The beaver have flooded good meadows and elk are

moving out to farm land. If something is not done to let trappers in the Riding

Mountain to trap off beaver, tåey are going to ruin the elk population a¡d the

bush. It is ridiculace what is happening and is costing a lot. I would nor pay
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a¡ything. Get the government to spend the money they pay municipalities for

beaver damages, pay trappers to trap beaver, and elk, moose, and deer would

thrive. You've got to have hip waders to get into the park.

If the government people would try and walk into the Riding Mounrain

to look at moose, elk, deer, and bear they would not go. They ride a plane and

look down on them. Until you try and walk in the area yourself you would not

believe the damage the beaver have done to the Riding Mountain. They have

flooded all the big meadows and feed areas that elk and deer used. to graze on,

now the elk, moose, and deer have moved out to farmland.

It is very sad the way the government has managed it. They have got to

let trappers in tlrat Park and drop the beaver population by SO9ó to TSVy of what

it is right now. If they don't there won't be elk, deer, or moose in the park in a

few more years. It would not cost them as much as it is costing them now. They

pay municipalitiy's for beaver troubles and farmers next to the park for

flooding fields and road washouts, btocked culverts in the roads, etc. Use that

money and let or hire registered Eappers in and ûap down the beaver

population. The land they have flooded will automatically grow back to grasses

and shrubs. Even if they dug out or blow dams out after beaver are trapped

down to the desired number. To let water run down the creeks. I don't say kill

ail the beaver, I say have it so the population is þalan¡sd like it used to be. If a

beaver count was carried out, no one would believe bow many thousand that

there a¡e.

If the government don't do something with the beaver, you mark my

word, there uÐn't be a¡ry etk in that park. They will be out on farmland and

that will be another expense they witl be paying farmers for crop damages,
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bale damages and it will get worse before it gets betrer. Thank you. (male ,26-40
years)

- Wben driving in the area, we like to stop and watch the animals, and take

pictures out of car window rvhen safe to stop. park should set up new

guidelines in the area - strict enforcement of law, more r¿rnge patrol. RMlqp ¡g

a habitat for wild animals and should be kept as such. Even seniors should

have to pay a fee to travel through the park. (female, over 56 years)

- I feel that the revenue from hunting licenses should go to maintaining the

abunda¡ce on large mammals in the area. (female, over 56 years)

- Need road between Grandview and Rossburn. (unknown gender, over 56

years)

- Wildlife must be protected. Ski-doos and ATV's should not be allowed for use

by hunters. (female, 4l-SS)

- Although my primary interest in land around the park is for farming

pu{poses, it is a wonderful thing to see these animals in a healthy normal

state. When we travel in or through the Park it seems as though we missed

something if we do not see some of these animals as we drive. A point of great

concern to me is hunting and poaching, especially in Duck Mountai¡ where

large numbers of animals a¡e taken at one time. These grotrps of people often

sell this meat and in some instances have been proven to take only the hind

quarters a¡d leave the rest. I realize this is a complicated matter, but I feel

something has to be done about it. If possible could you please provide some

details on this survey. Thank you. (rnale,4l - 55 years)

- I iust have a couple of comments to make, Firstly, the amount of big game

animals is largely controlled by Aboriginals and poachers. second.ly our

natural resources department and Environment Canada do not have enough
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manpower to control such hunting nor do they have enough manpower and

resources to do accurate couBts of big game animals in the above mentioned

area.

Thirdly, the hunting done by regulated hunters is of little or no damage

to big game populations in the a¡ea because of the strict regulations to law-

abiding citizens.

lastly, I would like to tha¡k the U of M for selecting me to participate in

such a survey. I have studied, photographed, watched and hunted big game

animals in this a¡ea since 1980. I would gtadly pay more to keep up the

populations in this a¡ea but my first cofrrment mtrst first be greatly reduced.

My name and comments ûray be used u¡henever needed. Thank you. (male,26 -

4O years)

- I would þç v¡illing-to-pay more if I can see improvements in service, more

activities. I would like to see the Ross south of Grandview (Sugar Loaf Warden

Station) improved so local trafic could travel through the Pa¡k to the Rossburn

side. (maIe,26 -4O years)

- Hunting in Riding Mountain National Park should be restricted. There should

be places for both animals and humans to co-exist, without the pressures of

hunting. (male, 26 - 40 years)

- Our farm borders the Riding National park. Often we (my husband and

myself) go for a walk and hunt during seasons. We encounter numerous

numbers of elk, deer, some moose odd bear, coyote. A couple of years ago a lynx

was seen just across the road from our place. We also spot dÍfferent species of

birds; hawks and bald eagles also snoumy white owt. (female, 47 - 55 years)
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Grandview - Non-permanent Residents

- Re: Q¡restion 3 - P.S. I pay now in ta,xes. (male, 41 - 55 yea¡s)

- Dear Sir or Madam, Other than s¡1j6y seeing the wild anirnals, wildlife as we

drive through Riding Mountain Park. That is all I can add to your research. P.S

Am against any part of animals being sold. (unknown gender, over 56 years).

McCreary - Permanent Residents

- During hunting season wtrich happens year alound animals are displaced

and chased and shot day and nite a herd of white tail deer were chased

crossing highway and ran into tåem as taxodermy is increasing soon there

will be no wild life as they have got most of the great white owl the horned owl

Jack rabbits and they will soon decrease the large mammals (male, over 56

years)

- Riding Mountain like other National Parks will always have large mammals. I

wish you luck on your survey. I have spent 34 years in National Parks across

Canada. Thank God we have them. (male, Over 56 years)

- in this area there is so many Poachers that we don't get much chance to

watch the animals as they are shot off or chased back in the bush so no one

can see them (male, Over 56 years)

- sir : I live near the rirling mountain National park on a farm, which has

strips of bush and alfalfa and broorn- I see more wild animals on the farm then

I ever see when i travel through the Park.

The deer and elk calve on the farm, where they feel safer than they

would in the pa¡k.

They stay around t¡ntil the calves are big enough to travel thats

sometimes to the end of JuIy, but they do come back and forth all year. They

have done at times alot of damages which runs in alot of money, but up to tb-is
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day I have never been approached by any government or organization as to

what damage they have done and are doing. I have had fences torn down,

strawberries and fn¡it trees damaged, fields of crops and hay trampled in wet

weather sewer línes torn up, garbage cans bent up, clothes torn off cloths

lines by bea¡s. I am willing to pur up with this just to have them a¡ound.

But now comes the provincial government and issues licenses starting

the fi¡st week of Sept. and runs through to almost Xmas and then again after

the new year. I've seen hunters sining or parking right inf¡ont of our yard.

Bugging you to let them hunt on your farm and if you don't let them, alot of

them do without permission, in the spring and summer we do have a certain

amount of people that come around to see and watch the wild animals. (male,

Over 56 years)

- I enjoy seeing the large animals that come on otrr land. I am not able to

travel any distance to watch them, and am not able to help maintain their

abundance.

We have our land posted and do no hunting. I cannot understand why

the government sells licenses to hunt in this area when tiere is no place to

hunt except on private property. (female, Over 56 years)

- As a Landowner in the area (Norgate) I enjoy seeing animals in or out of the

Park and also taking visitors to see them. It would be somewhat more

worthwhile if more of the federal funding was funnelled to control the beaver

Hatcher)¡ in the park. They cause us great dilemma on this side of the Park at

our cost.

In regards to hunting I an a hunter, tho not as active as I used to be.

We a¡e not seeing as many white tails as we used to a few years ago.

Reasons Bow hunting, Mvzzel loader and regular rifle plus the Natives day
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and night. Why should any hunter be allowed 1 deer in any of these seasons?

As a landowner ( 1 mile from the Park) I apptied for my first elk license and

lost in the draw yet many received license more miles f¡om the park. Not Fair.

(male, Over 56 years)

- With my opinion and everyone surrounding the Riding mountain National

park, we consider it the most beautifut spot from here to the Rockies, but witlr

the big ideas of the Narural Resources and Govenrment gening ,'Game

oudifters" (Dean Sandulak, Kerwood) and Hunting Guides (Terry Ledoux,

McCreary) just L2 miles apart to bring in hunters to hunt around 'our' park,

just to make a few bucks for themselves, our Park will be like Newfouncland

without the fish, our Park without game.

This year I spent three weeks hunting around the park. I didn't see any

gante, just poachers - guides and hunting ouúitters with their hunters.

I am very disgusted with this situation and the way things are being

done.

Before Guides and outfitters came in there was all kinds of wild game.

This fall the "wild game'was almost nil. (male, over s6 years)

- I consider lost crop as money donated to the cause. (male, under 25 years)

- I have lived with the elk, moose and bears alt of my life and don't need to

study them to idendfy them. I wouldn't say I have no interes¡ i¡ fssrting them

but they help themselves if they are hungry. They were making a nightly

visit to a row of bales real close to the yard the winter before last. I would not

be wiling to pay anything (re : question 3). Those anima]s have been here as

long as I ca¡ remember and I imagine they'll be here for a long time yet if we

just let nature take its course.
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we are farmers here, our land goes to the park boundary. We live here

because we love tTris beautiful spot and I wouldn't want to live anywhere else,

partly because of the animats and partly because this is where we make a

living.

we can see animals from our door at times, we go to our west field

frequently with binoculars to watch the elk. We are only 2 miles from east

entrance to park so often go for a drive up there.

We usually drive up to our west field to see the elk. One evening my son

and grandson went, we leave the truck at the top of a hill part way up and walk

very quietly the rest of the way, the last few yards we crawl in the long grass.

When we got there, there was a few out and the wind was blowing our scent

away from them, before long there was 23 and they put on a hair-raising

performance for us. They knew there was somettring in ttrat long grass and

made big circles in the field not very far from us (I didn't have my camera)

snorting and ba¡king. We watched for a good half hour then silently made our

way back down the hills, leaving them still playing around. (female, over 56

years)

- Their value just doesn't lie in all of these categories. Very import¿nt that

they be guarded and protected from poachers a¡rd whoever uses parts of them

for drugs or whatever. They are a great delight to children who catch a

glimpse of them. As well as adults.

McCreary - Non-permanent Residents

- When on farm I watched never hunted the animals came and went as thev

wanted (male, over 56 years)
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- Scenery is not to be denigrated but is magnified Ímmeasurably with the

presence of animals. Sening aside a preserve without making maximun use of

it and maintaining the animaÌs is a tragic waste! (male, 41 - 55 years)

L.G.D. of Park - Permanent Residents

- Dea¡ Dave, Thank you for your questionnai¡e. I an very interested in wild

animals and love to watch them. At present I have a black bear that comes to

visit me every summer during berr¡ime and I must say that it is a delight plus

I see deer on tlre farm and sometimes they cross my garden and that's a sight to

behold. I do not live on the farm but go often in tbe summertime. I'm an

elderly person who rents out the land but maintain the house and yard in the

summertime. Therefore I doubt if my answers would be appreciated. Anyhow, I

thank you for your concern and interest. Keep it up. (female, Over 56 years)

- We live a mile of the Park boundary so we can watch tlem out our window or

driving through the Park.

- Am fortunate enough to live on land bordering the Park, and walk in the

area virhrally every day (hence no expenses). Feel it is ver)¡ important to

maintain wildlife population.

- Re: Questions 2 & 3.

We would question the abundance of large mammals in some of the areas

adjacent to R.M.N.P.

We have 3 Wildlife Management Areas in close proximiry to our home. We ski,

hike, ride and canoe through these areas often.

These areas are as follows:

1) The east L/2 of Sec. 21, 19-18

2) The NE 1/4 ofSec. 15, 19-18
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3) The NE 1/4 ofSec. ZZ,I}-LB

we live in the sw of sec. 22, 19-18. The NW of sec. 22 is Federal park land

attached to R.M.N.p.

A few years ago we would often see wÍld life in our travels throughout the

area. A dwindling population made us concerned and we wrote to the

department of Natural resou¡ces suggesting that they stop hunting in these

areas for a few years to let the wildlife build up again. We genuinely feel that

tiere are not enough animals to sustain a hunt. Their answer was that there

were plenry of animals, to which we - and our neighbors - disagreed. We feel

our assessment of the situation should be more valid as we are perm¿rnent

observers here. Now we hardty ever see any elk or moose, and very few deer.

This year we have seen no bears at all.

There is an added problem regarding hunting in these areas, as ta¡d adjacent

to the Wildlife Management Areas has become populated by those of us who

regularly hike, ski, ride, and canoe in the vicinity. we have atready

experienced safety haza¡ds well within the 300 metre restriction as outlined in

the Manitoba Hunting Regulations.

we would also question the mandate of the wildlife management Area

organization. We fully realize that this is not synonymous with a wildlife

sanctuary but surely, to deserve the title, it should provide a relatively safe

habitat for animals to multiply and live in their natural state. (female, Over 56

years)

- I want to see witdlife survive in ttris area. I want to see it as I go about my

business. (ma-Ie,41 - 55 years)

- Basically most of the animals other than Bison I see on my tand during

sunrmer while haying. Bison I enjoy seeing in tbe Pa¡k. (male, 41 - 5s years)
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- It is my opinion and the opinion of many residents of this and many areas

surrounding the Riding Mountain National Park, that Parks Canada does not
concern itself anything like enough with the welfare and prese¡ation of
witdüfe in ûris park. The fact that National parks are some of the last refuges

of wildlife is given lirtle or no consideration.

The policies of the naturalists would seem to predominate, while on the

surface this seems beneficial to the Park it does little for the welfare of
wildlife. For instance in past years grazing leases for cattle were allowed. This

was adventageous to the elk, deer and moose population as it kept the existing

meadows open and free from forest encroachment, and provided excellent

feeding areas for these animals. Parks Canada put a stop to this, as a result

open meadows are slowly receding as the trees move in. Strictly controlled

Iogging was aLlowed to the local area residents. Parks Canada put a stop to this.

As a result vast a-reas of the park are clogged and criss-crossed with falten

trees, to what purpose, and undoubtedly hampering the movement of large

mammals, especially, and adding to the stress of winter. In a small park such as

Riding Mtn, surrounded as it is, entirely by farmland (and hunters) the space

for these animals is limited, and whereas in years past they could move on

when an area was decimated by fire or fallen trees, etc. they now face certain

death once they venture outside the Pa¡k. Leaving everyrhing (except for the

many areas clea¡ed and maintained for human enjoyment) au natural, is

simply not in the best interest of the wildlife in this park, which should be,

but is anyrhing but, tåe top priority!!!

Poaching which has always been a problem, is now as good as given

free rein, and with the blessing of the Park! Numerous Wa¡den Statjons have

been closed dou¡r along the Parks' perimetres, a fact well knor,m to poachers.
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The Pa¡ks entrance gates are ûtanned briefly, only in the summer to collect a

toll from visitors, they close up at 10pm approx. The Park is thus left wide open

to mischief, vandals and poachers, who take futl advantage of the leeway.

Although there are signs arong the #10 highway warning the public

"for their own safety" that it is "unlalvful" to feed wildlife. There are no

worded signs advising the public to slow down and BE PREPARED TO STOP, when

sighting animals. Thus showing some interest and concern for the welfare of

animals who may be hit and killed by the mally vehicles exceeding the already

excessive (especially at night, early morning and in fog) speed limit, which is

barely enforced.

One has to wonder, is the intention of this survey to determine whether

or not all concern for wildlife in Parks should be abandoned as too costly?

What is Íts intention and who is the final recipient?? (female, Over 56 years)

- Moose and elk numbers are down from previous years. WTP provided that the

main purpose was not for hunting. with the many hunting seasons now in

existence it is next to impossible to go into the bush for recreational reasons.

(male, Over 56 years)

- Deer are not in abundance. All shot through nite lighting. A real concern for

cattle farmers. We milk cows and had shots fi¡ed at barn from night lighting

hunters.

Trips are on a daily basis. Checking cattle, fencing, etc. As farm task are done,

cameras etc. afe always with me. Live next to boundary - animals roam our

farm - even go thru yard and feed on bales etc. (female,4L - 55 years)
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- Good Luck Dave Beeusaert. Watching mammals is a bonus and has never been

included in costs. Hunting is negligible due to poaching and Native hunting in

area. I now hunt elsewhere to avoid d.isappointments due to improper ethics.

(male,41 - 55 years)

- I pay taxes on the land, that's enough! (male, 26 - 40 years)

- The property we ovuì is used more by our adult children at present time (we

are seniors). our son (name withheld), an ametuer photographer, would have

much more input into your survey, as he does alot of camping and hiking in
the Park. You could contact him via our address. (female, over s6 years)

- What about the effects of Native hunting in the area all year and including at

night?? I would not pay one cent while this is occurring.(re - question #s)

(male,41 - 55 years)

Rossburn - Permanent Residents

- Concerned with Native hunting. (male, 41 - 55 years)

- Dear sir (Madam), when I started filling out your survey I thought what a

ridiculous survey! The Government spends thousands of dolla¡s on wild.life

management, and to me this is a joke.

Don't get me wrong, I'm all for this but where is it going? you put

money in to increase big game and the Natives a¡e destroying it. It really bugs

me seeing the Natives hunt any time of the yeaf. I've seen them shoot female

elk and deer in the spring during calving season. Thev've shot bambies! What

for? How can you justify tb.is? Come falt they are out i.n full force killing

anything anywhere, they don't care if they're on private land. When hunting

season comes, there's nothing to hunt because they've been scared away as

they've been shot at for months.
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Who gets the license for big game? Not many locaì people or the

landowners. Hunters come from all over Manitoba, figuring just because they

got a license they can go and do whatever they please. They trespass, drive all

over alfalfa field and drive through locked gates.

Nothing is done about the over populated beaver. Do you have any idea

of this frustrating animal, and the havoc they can cause? They d.am up

crossings, flood hay fields, but nothing is done. The farmer has to foot the

expense to get rid of these pesky animals, yet they keep coming back, so once

again tlte farmer is fighting a loozing battle.

Do a survey on tie Government. See how they'd handle these issues if

they had to live out here. (female, 41 - 55 years)

- In winters when there has been alot of snow some of the neighboring

farmers have fed the white-tailed deer. It was interesting to see the deer come

to feed in the evening.

When driving through the Park, which is three or four round trips a

ypu,I've seen bear, moose, elk, and deer. Occasionally we have driven

through the Bison compound. That is usually the only time that I see large

mammals.

I would not be able to participate in activities of watching,

photographing, etc. large mammals but I could give a small donation each year

to help. (female, Over 56 years)

- As a neighboring landowner, I already pay enough in damage to crops,

fence, etc. by big game. (male, 26 - 40 years)

- I travel on No. 10 to Dauphin. I enjoy to see moose or bears or any animal

along the highway. Usually stop and photograph if I can. (male, Over 56 years)
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- I am sorry I can't be of any help to you as I am older person and not well. But

I do like to see animals when we go through the Park. I used to go the national

park to Deep Lake. Can't go there anymore. There is no more fish there. They

didn't stock any. It's a very nice place. (female, Over S6 years)

- I don't hunt and I don't go looking for these mammals. But if a mammal

(black bear) or white tail deer runs through my farm and I happen to see it, I

enjoy watching it. (male, Over 56 years)

- I provide feed, oats and hay during severe winters for white tail deer. I guess

that is my contribution. Also, much of my land has been left in the natural

state so is good habitat for wildlife.

About the only time spent in observing animals is when I'm doing

general farm work, or when I feed the white tailed deer in winter.

Actually I live in shoal l¿-[ie municipality (north west corner) on the

south edge of Rossburn municipality. I own land in Rossburn municipality

also. The land I own has considerable bush and native pasture, therefore has a

fairly large population of white tailed deer. I live over wventy miles from the

park and rarely go there so white tailed deer is the only large mammal I am

involved with. I am interested in the others also though. Occasionally a bear is

seen in thi5 ¿¡'s¿. Some land in Shoal lake municipality is leased to tlle H.E.L.P.

program. (male, Over 56 years)

- Because of hunting Iicenses issued for nine months out of a year and Natives'

hunting constantly ttrere is very few wildlife left around this area. Very very

few wildlife are left here to watch. Because of so few wildlife left, there is

nothing left to watch. (female, 41 - 55 years)

- I just go out for a walie in the park to look at wildlife. (male, 26 - 40 years)
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- I am involved with the Rossburn Game a¡d Fish Assoc, our interest in wildlife

and big game is to ensure their existence for furure hunters and also for the

pufpose of just enjoy viewing wildlife in tbe natural srate. (male, 26 - 40 yea¡s)

- The enjoyment I derive from a visit to R.M.N.P. is always enhanced by a

sighting or a chance to photograph any wildlife I might encounter, even

when driving through I would not wish that they be allowed to disappear from

the area. However, I do not feel it is fair to expect landowners (especially non-

hunters) to pay extra for their retention. (female, over s6 yea¡s)

- Poaching and Native overkill is a major concern. (male, Under 2S years)

- Not r+'illing to pay. cut out hunting of large animals. I feel that hunting

seasons should shortened or even cut out. To much prime breeding stock is

being shot to hang on someones wall or to win a trophy. (male, 26 - 40 years)

- Elk population has declined rapidly during the past 4 years due ro hunting

during hunting season. Please note that big game elk and moose hunting must

be stopped. AIso the beavers have polluted the water and is stale with green

slime and the elks and moose have got diseased from it as the elks around

Rossburn had r.B. Hope you look into this matter. Thanks. (female,41 - s5

years)

- I plan to continue hunting. (female, 41 - 55 years)

- Just stop hunting, especially bear baiting.

As a landowner and farmer, I wish sincerely that the park authorities

would consider taking action to reduce the number of BEAVERS. It is great to

have a 'national park' for the population at large and the tourism, but it is
costing us personaì.ly many hours to remove dams, etc. build by the greatly

increased beaver population. Furthermore, many acres of land are flooded,

costing us for the past 2 years considerable loss of hay and pasture.
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I think some consideration on the 'park authorities' side would only be

fail. It is the farms around the park that provide fresh pastures for many of

the animals our of the park! (female, 4l - SS years)

- Beaver problems have to be looked into. The elli population I hea¡ is down.

Maybe the season should be closed for a year or n¡¡o. Native hunting looked

into. (male, Over 56 years)

Rossburn - Non-permanent Residents

- Being a landowner adjacent to Riding Mountain National Park and paying

property tax and having mammals prosper off our la¡d is a sufficient

contribution, I feel.

Bear and wolve populations have increased dramaticaUy recently

because these mammals have no predators and they put much pressure on elli.,

moose, and deer offspring. (male, 26 - 40 years)

- I think you want me to fill out the questionnaire but it is so unbelievably off

the mark as to how, when and by what means residents and non-residents use

the park it must have been prepared by someone who spends tieir summer in

the Whiteshell or hasn't gone past Clea¡ lake or La-tie Audy.

I can't see how you would want to use a "boat and motor" in the western

end of the park because the portages are real dandies. I can't see how you

would spend so much paper asking about seeing, photographittg, and studying

Iarge mammals when locals and ex-locals and new locals go out in fall for the

pleasure of hearing elk calling. Personally I have heard more elk and moose

than I have ever seen (bears - I've seen more than I've hea¡d). A naturalist

who spends time out there would have to onty be spending July in the park to

miss this aspect of large mammal activity. Question 9 seems to assume that one
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has to spend money to be in the company of wild animals. Me and my wife own

a farm house (and a campsite at Norman lake) but I can,t estimate what that

would be in terms of cost towards large mammat sight seeing. My neighbor

also has a number of one horsepower saddles that we have used to see the

inside of the park - yet I don't pay for them (I would rent them if he asked). In
effect question 9 was prepared by a weekend tourist in need of a corrective

lens. Thanlis for lending an ear. sorry but I couldn't stop once I got going.

(male, 41 - 55 years)

- wrP nil, they will sun'ive on their own. (male,4r - ss years)

- Dea¡ Dave, in response to your questionnaire, I no longer live in the R. M. of
Rossburn since my husband died. I have lived in the town of Birtle, but ever

since we were children "the park" has been a favorite place for a sunday

picnic, a weekend campout or a d.rive on a nice summer day (to la-tie Audy).

when my husband's family were growif,g up, they spent a week or two (as

time permitted) camping ar Deep lake, and his father got logs from the park

for lumber. I think they also pastured cattle there at one time, but I can,t be

sure of that.

The wildlife, in my opinion should be able to take care of themselves, as

nature intended, as long as the grazing and shelter are not destroyed. It is my

understanding that it is so long since a fire has been ttrrough the western part

of tlre park, that the grazing is not what it should be. when they over-

populate, then they migrate out. I'm not sure what you intended to spend

money on, but I have a bie problem with people who buy land just to come and

hunt on, and then influence the way the R. M. does things by voting in

opposition to the people who live and raise their families tiere. That is just a

part of my opinion on this subject. (female, Over 56 yea¡s)
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- If the intent of the survey is to now ask the general pubtic to provide funds

for the operation/function of RMNp facility as a nat'l park, I am not in

agreement. Since our park's founding in 1933 I feel it is up to the fed and prov

govern't to foot extra expenditures. I don't feel the general public should be

taxed./or approached (as though out of guilr) ro preserve the beauty and

natural setting just because of recent cut backs.

The government caused tle increased spend.ing without proper

management of funds. The public has paid enough.

Yes the national park is a place of beauty and enjo¡.nnent for
generations to come. The public is aware of this but what about the

government? (start at the federal level). Maybe some of our well-$ed

politicians could take some of their $ and help out. Start at the top lst. We the

public know the common sense needed to preserve nature. We've paid enough

for government blunders. Don't use innocent animals to play at the public's

heart strings. (female, 41 - SS years)

* These are the t ¿ritten conrments as they appeared on the surveys. They have
not been corrected for spelling_ or grammatical mistakes as to noi in any way
influence the interpretation of ths comments.


